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1 ACTUALITY OF THE RESEARCH TOPIC 

 

1.1 Transport policy background 

 

The railway sector in the European Union is in the middle of structural change. Since 

1991 the legal framework has substantially changed, and the new regulatory framework 

has nearly reached completion. In the meantime, the necessary changes in technical 

regulation have begun, but this procedure is more time-consuming and requires a deeper 

understanding of the technical structures. 

It is clear that the legal changes alone are not sufficient in themselves to reach the 

political targets. As technical regulation procedures are very long, their effects needs to 

be monitored as quickly as their quantification are possible.  

This dissertation focuses on interoperability, namely the key technical element of this 

structural change. Interoperability was defined in European legislation as a necessary 

tool for opening the rail transport market. This requires a new technical regulatory 

framework, especially the existing UIC leaflets, based on agreement between railway 

companies, has to be converted into compulsory European legislation and extended to 

cover all of the railway subsystems. The first set of these technical specifications 

focused on high-speed railways – with a reasonably limited content. These 6 TSI have 

been in force since 2002 and the first revision has nearly finished.  

Figure 1 
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The key large-scale applications are the technical specifications for conventional rail. 

The first set of priority specifications are already in force; 2 belonging to the second 

priority set are waiting for final acceptance and the latest 5 are still being drafted. Since 

the basic requirements of the latest specifications currently being drafted are already 

known, now is the perfect time to define the monitoring principles and the indicators.   

This task is defined for the European Railway Agency in its work program. Activity 

already started. In the meantime the European Commission engaged a consultancy to 

prepare the first report about progress of interoperability. This document was delivered 

in 2007 December and published in the Commission website. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the PhD theses 

 

The present thesis aims to propose an appropriate monitoring tool to evaluate the 

development of interoperability.  

However it is no doubt that many traditional indicators could be found, there is a high 

risk that these will not give a right evaluation about the results achieved. The author’s 

experience suggests that the railway system is so complex that a simple statistical data 

could not asses the technical interoperability of the system. These concerns will be 

discussed in details in the introductory section of this dissertation.  

Consequently a new methodology is necessary to define the right procedure of 

monitoring. This needs a detailed research activity taking into account the political 

aims, the limits of the present legislative and institutional system, the existing 

benchmarks, the available innovative methods and the information technology.  

The objective of the research is to offer a new, simple and effective method to evaluate 

the progress of interoperability achieved. It would help to better understand and 

evaluate the technical compatibility of the European Railway system and support further 

political decisions.  

Unfortunately the Agency did not recognise the importance of a strong theoretical 

background, consequently the necessary study carried out on the basis of the author’s 

individual ambitions and resources. Although the experience gained from the work in 

ERA was vital to perform this research and draft the thesis in good quality. 

The research contained the following main activities: 

� Analyse the legal structure, the political objectives and the specific railway 

operating rules to determine the target parameters, 
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� Collect the research history in the similar subjects, perform benchmarks within 

the railway sectors and in other sectors, analyse the existing literature, 

� Develop a simple and effective method to simulate the interaction between the 

railway subsystems and indicate the progress in interoperability, 

� List the existing and planned information sources; evaluate them with regard of 

relevance, accessibility and accuracy.  

� Consider the assessment of interoperability, crosscheck the requirements and the 

technical possibilities, listing the basic parameters from different legal 

documents, 

� Analyse the parameters, compare with current operational exercise, select the 

critical values, adopt them to the simulation method, 

� Verification of the model, 

� Disseminate the results by publication. 

The method resulted by this research is in line with requirements from the European 

legislation therefore it is eventually applicable to support the monitoring of 

interoperability on the request of the EU. 
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2 RESEARCH PRECEDENTS 

 

2.1 Reference Studies 

 

The first monitoring activity representing European interest was the Rail Market 

Monitoring Scheme. The study proposed a data collection system and a special 

evaluation method [Giv01]. The implementation and the result of this tool will be 

presented in detail in the chapter benchmarking. 

The progress in interoperability was assessed by some dedicated study. One of the first 

was the Study of the Implementation of Directive 96/48/EC in 2002 [Gra02]. The 

author was Michael Schönberger.   

The document summarised the interoperability progress across the EU 15 member states 

on the high speed lines. The evaluation based largely in text form evaluation, but some 

technical parameters were collected and analysed.  

It considers the existence of notified bodies as a basic requirement for interoperability, 

therefore the listing of the existing NoBos and analysis on their structure and 

responsibilities was treated with a great importance.   

On technical level, the document assessed first the current level of interoperability. It 

has defined certain criteria for assessing the existing situation. However the authors 

came to conclusion that the TSIs contain so many detailed parameters that it is not 

possible within the scope of the study to collect and present all information needed for a 

complete evaluation. Only the rolling stock parameters, maximum train length and 

control command and signalling have been used in the study, as listed below: 

- Minimum Infrastructure Gauges 

- Track Gauge 

- Minimum Platform Length 

- Platform Height 

- Power-Supply Voltage 

- Catenary Height 

- Control Command and Signalling System 

- Axle Loading 

- Maximum Train Length 

The choice of these technical parameters has proved a good basis as the full scale 

analysis provided by this dissertation will confirm – among others – the use of these 
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parameters. The authors did not go further in the analysis of technical parameters, 

therefore a huge potential for improvement remains uncompleted.  

Dr. Christian Kirchner presented a popular and demonstrative solution in 2002: the Rail 

Liberalisation Index [Ibm02], [Ibm04]. 

This study was initiated by the German Railway (DB) and aims to represent a 

classification of European countries according to the situation of their railway market 

development in the way to the liberalisation. To this end, the authors have developed an 

universal index which represent the absolute level of liberalisation achieved. The high 

the value of this index the open the railway market in the country is.  

The methodology behind is quite simple since the authors collects and classifies the 

administrative measures in each country and then allocates some points to each 

measure. The major theoretical consideration is how to weight each parameter when 

summarising them. The result was published first in 2002 for the 15 EU Member State, 

then it was updated in 2004 also included the new Member States, Switzerland and 

Norway. Although the results gave a quite realistic picture about the situation, the 

European Commission never recognised it as a representative ranking. 

This index is quite simple and demonstrative therefore as such gave a new objective for 

present research: to develop a similar index informing about the level of interoperability 

achieved. 

The problem discussed in the Study on Vehicle Identification and Registration 

proved also relevant for the present dissertation [Buc03]. The subject sounds for the first 

impression not very complicated, but during the development of monitoring system we 

will face with many times recurring problem linked to the vehicle identification. The 

author Buchanan and Partners offered a good solution for adopting the previous UIC 

numbering system to a new European vehicle number. Moreover he stressed the 

importance of the unique vehicle identification not only from operational, but from 

technical and legal point of view and consequently he developed a solution for. 

Unfortunately the EU legislation system take over only the first part of the solutions 

offered. 

The only dedicated benchmark research in the railway subject was the BOB Railway 

Case: Benchmarking Passenger Transport in Railways [Nea03], managed by NEA 

Netherlands. 

The railway professionals waited with great interest the result of this study. The 

consortium was formed from numerous different representative organisations. This was 

potentially an important limitation, because the different parties would lead the research 

according to their different viewpoints. Consequently the scope of the project has been 
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split in two parts just at the beginning: one regulatory and one transport operational 

approach. 

The paper started with an institutional analysis as a compulsory subject of numerous 

European studies. This part was merely a descriptive analysis, the real benchmark issues 

remained for the next chapters. 

The consortium partners selected the service quality as most important and actual issue. 

Amongst the different quality parameters first the analysis of punctuality was decided. 

However some traditional statistics exist in all involved countries, the conduct of 

benchmark proved very difficult as the definition of delay was different from country by 

country. 

One other important study giving very valuable benchmarks was the Study of the 

financing of and public budget contributions to railways [Ner04]. The assessment 

proved very informative not only from budgetary perspective, but to understand the 

sophisticated relationship between member states and railway companies and the 

functioning of the railway system. Although, the subject has less importance to 

interoperability, the study gives practical background information. 

One of the latest study has analysed The implementation of the EU Directives 

2001/12, 2001/13 and 2001/14 in the Member States in 2006 [Ste06]. This directives 

was part of the so called “First railway package” and significantly determined the 

structural changes. The thematic of the study was  - similarly to the previous ones – to 

analyse the situation country by country on the basis of statistics and shareholders’ 

view. 

Recently the Commission published the study Rail Interoperability & Safety: 

Transposition of legislation and progress on the field [Kem07]. The authors followed 

a classical method: the study was composed from analyse of legal background, national 

surveys, interviews and indicators based on statistics, however the project team relied 

heavily on their own critical analysis.   

The study has led to the following conclusions regarding to progress of Interoperability: 

1. Interoperability is progressing. The legal system is in place. Implementations in 

the Member States are nearly completed. The institutions in the Member States 

and on European level have largely been established. A large part of the TSIs is 

available. The first interoperable parts of the network have been put in operation. 

Interoperable traffic on these lines is starting to take place. Interoperability now 

can grow further from “pragmatic” to “full”. 

2. ERTMS is the most important driver of interoperability. The start of 

interoperability is clearly visible in this area. The next steps must be to develop a 
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probably global market for ERTMS/ETCS equipment and systems. The 

development of this market is seen as an important incentive for European 

industries to improve their competitiveness. 

3. Confusion about the definition of interoperability and other reasons make the 

application of the TSIs seemingly difficult and create openings to continue to 

apply national approaches. Further development of the TSIs, aimed at improving 

their completeness and ease of application is needed to reduce this trend for 

national solutions. 

4. The separation of responsibilities for infrastructure management and operations 

is a corner stone in railway policy, which aims at improving the attractiveness 

and competitiveness of the railways. As consequences of this approach the new 

notions of interoperability, TSIs and certification must restore the systems 

structure. In order to reach a stable structure a strict application of these 

instruments is needed. The TSI OPE is one of these instruments and should also 

be applied more strictly. 

5. A subsystem or interoperability constituent is only really interoperable after its 

interoperability is demonstrated through certification. This is another 

consequence of the introduction of separation of infrastructure and operations. 

6. Harmonisation of the railway network can only be reached on a long term 

because of the enormous costs involved. Innovation is not necessarily a goal of 

interoperability. Interoperability creates conditions for an open railway market, 

but it does not create the market itself, neither does it solve financial problems of 

further introduction and improvement of interoperability. The next steps of 

creating this market depend largely on the political will to define and support 

effective migration strategies. 

7. Future success depends on the use of feedback of experiences, the ability to 

monitor and measure the progress of interoperability and to recognise the 

reasons for the lack of progress. 

Due to the importance and very close subject of this study, a further analyse of the 

indicators will be presented in chapter 5.  

 

2.2 Hungarian publications 

 

Shortly after the introduction of interoperability into the European Transport Strategy 

Hungarian transport specialists started studying the subject. One of the first papers was 
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Definition the operability of the railway transport as system and establishing the 

conditions of interoperability, published by K Tanczos. [Tan97] 

Some other papers tried to systematise the interoperability as for example The effect of 

trans-European interoperability concept on the design, manufacturing and 

operation of the vehicles written by A. Rixer. [Rix00] 

However, there are only few Hungarian experts who had the possibility contributing 

personally to the development of interoperability regulations and specifications; one of 

them, I Gál has summarised his experiences in his paper Railway interoperability in 

the European Union [Gal07].   

 

2.3 Benchmarks for monitoring in other transport sectors 

 

2.3.1. Inland waterway 

Until 2002, the European Commission maintained a market observation for inland 

navigation. After the European capacity policy has come to an end in 2003 (regulation 

n° 718/1999), a new market observation concept is currently being developed. 

 

Costs and Prices  

The Commission's departments have been observing the changes in freight costs and 

prices in the various sectors of the inland waterway market since 1989, in particular: 

� Development of cost indices (in € per 1000 ton/kilometre, 1-1-1989=100) 

� Development of cost indices (in € per 1000 ton/kilometre, average 1998 = 100*) 

� Cost structure in € per 1000 t-km, according to the different cost components 
and according to the vessel type, 2nd semester 2000 

� Cost indices per vessel type and market sector, 2nd semester 2000 (1st quarter 
1998 = 100) 

� Price indices, index per vessel type and operating area, 4th quarter 2002 (1st 
quarter 1998 = 100*, except Easterly market where 1st quarter 2001 = 100) 

� Price developments in € per 1000 ton/kilometre (average 1998 =100*) 

 

Transported Volumes 

 

� Volumes per vessel type (indices for developments in freight volumes per vessel 
type and operating area for the 4th quarter 2002 based on 1st quarter 1998 as 
100.) 
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� Development in transported freight volumes per type of cargo and operating 
area, 4th quarter 2002 (1st quarter 1998 = 100*, except Easterly market where 
1st quarter 2001 = 100) 

 

Number of waiting days  

 

� Number of waiting days per ship and per quarter during 2001 and 2002. 

 

Rate of capacity utilisation  

 

� Development of the rate of capacity utilisation per vessel type, all regions (1st 
quarter 2001 = 100) 

� Development of the rate of capacity utilisation per market area , all vessel types 
(1st quarter 2001 = 100) 

 

Fleet 

 

� Situation as regard the fleet per country (presented in a separated document) 

� Productivity (some examples for loading capacity of vessels) 

 

For more information see [Iwt05]. 

 

2.3.2. Road Transport 

There is no dedicated EU monitoring system for road transport issues. Although the 

Commission records some road safety performance indicators, they main purpose is: 

� monitoring the progress in each Country considered separately, 

� comparing the situation from Country to Country. 

 

These indicators shall fulfil the following criteria: 

� They must be significant, available, reliable and easy to collect  

� Whenever possible, any absolute figure must refer to a full calendar year  

� Within a given Country, figures must be comparable from year to year so that 
progress can be monitored, at least separately from other Countries. 

The main collected indicators are fatalities, number of fatal accidents correlated with 

population, length of the road network, number of vehicles and/or traffic performance. 
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These indicators are then fitted in the CARE – Community Road Accident Database.  

In view of providing very recent trends, Road Safety Quick Indicators are calculated on 

a collection of monthly provisional data which are compared with the provisional data 

of the previous year. (This information is not comparable from country to country due 

to the non-harmonised national definitions.)   

For more information see [Car93]. 

 

2.3.3. Aviation 

The only monitoring system in the sector relates to the application of rules. Article 16 of 

the Regulation (EC) No 1592/2002 on common rules in the field of civil aviation and 

establishing a European Aviation Safety Agency defines the task of EASA in the field. 

The Agency shall conduct technical investigations to monitor the effectiveness of the 

application of rules and give its opinion to the Commission.  

 

2.3.4. Maritime transport 

In the same way as in the aviation sector, the monitoring activity concentrated only to 

the implementation of rules, as defined in the Regulation (EC) No 1406/2002 on 

establishing a European Maritime Safety Agency. 

 

2.3.5. Consequences 

There are no comparable solutions in transport sector for monitoring, although some 

indicators from inland waterway and road transport could be adopted for the railway 

interoperability. The selection of indicators may follow the principles introduced for 

road safety.  
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3 OWERVIEW 

 

3.1 Definition of interoperability 

 

3.1.1. Political objectives 

 

The interoperability is defined first in the EC Treaty. The political objective is to 

establish a Trans-European Transport network, which enable citizens and economic 

organisations to benefit the European area without frontiers. To achieve this objective, 

the Community was empowered to perform different measures, which was defined as 

follows: 

A. Establish guidelines and consequently identify projects of common interest, 

B. Implement measures to ensure the interoperability of the network, in particular 
in the field of technical standardisation, 

C. Support project particularly through feasibility studies, loan guarantees or 
interest rate subsidies.  

D. Contribute financing support through the Cohesion Found in the area of 
transport infrastructure. 

    

It should be noted that the Community measures taken go far beyond these objectives. 

In the point B, the Treaty nominates the standardisation as desired action. Then with the 

subsequent political decisions, the Community organisations proved necessary to take 

up the responsibility of technical harmonisation. With the directives of interoperability 

they defined a new system of Technical Specification of Interoperability (TSI). These 

specifications are mandatory technical instruments contrary to standards whose 

application is voluntary. In consequence, the Community had to finance full or partly 

the elaboration of these specifications by the joint representative body, and later to 

establish its own organisation to draft new TSIs and keep updated the existing ones.  

The White Book defined in 1991 that for railway competitiveness it is necessary to 

remove technical barriers. Interoperability was defined as the ability of trains to run on 

any stretch of the network. It was recognised that freight wagons and a large proportion 

of passenger carriages are technically capable of travelling from any country to other, 

but the major constraint was identified for locomotives, especially in electrification and 

signalling fields. 

Consequently, the level of interoperability shall not start from zero. Existing situation 

could be evaluated taking into account the technical possibilities of existing rolling 

stock to cross the borders. However the effect of this ability could be limited, because 
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interoperability was defined regarding whole train sets and not only independent 

vehicles. The freight wagons could largely be interoperable if there exists only few 

locomotives able to haul them on any part of the network. 

In order to develop the railway market, railway companies must have increased access 

to the rail networks of the Member States pursuant to Council Directive 91/440/EEC of 

29 July 1991 on the development of the Community's railways. This requires 

infrastructure, equipment and rolling stock interoperability.  

 

3.1.2. Technical framework 

The first observation on European level was that technical barriers preventing the free 

international railway transport. Therefore the first political objective was to take over 

the technical harmonisation. The former UIC system was based on cooperation between 

national railway undertakings; it had to be replaced by a new system independent from 

any role player in the transport market. It was an obvious solution to apply the “new 

approach” standardisation procedure to railway system. But as I will present later on, 

this principle works well in case of most industrial product, however the railway system 

seems too difficult for an easy and instant adoption of this scheme. 

The Council Resolution of May 1985 defined the "New Approach", which is a clear 

principle for the separation of responsibilities between the European Community and 

the European standardisation bodies. According to this principle, the technical 

harmonisation performs as follows: 

� The European directives define the "essential requirements", containing for 

example the protection of health and safety requirement that goods must meet 

when they are placed on the market. 

� According to these directives the European standardisation bodies have the task 

of drawing up the corresponding technical specifications meeting the essential 

requirements. These specifications are referred to as "harmonised standards". 

� As the product has been manufactured according to these standards it is 

supposed to be in conformity with the essential requirements. Member States 

nominates independent technical certification bodies (hereinafter Notified 

Bodies) who certifies the conformity of the product involved. Once the product 

passed over this procedure, it obtains the conformity certificate accompanied in 

most cases the CE mark. 
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3.1.3. Legal tools 

First for the high-speed railway system, Directive 96/48 established the conditions to be 

met in order to achieve interoperability in 1996. These conditions concerned the 

construction, upgrading and operation of the infrastructures and rolling stock. This 

directive made an important limitation, namely the measures shall apply only to those 

subsystems which intended to put into service after the date of entry into force of the 

Directive. Regarding the 50 years estimated life time of the railway infrastructure, this 

definition foresees a quite slow progress towards the full interoperability of the system. 

Individual Member States are allowed not to apply certain technical specifications for 

interoperability in specific cases. There was defined some administrative procedure to 

ensure that such possibilities for derogation are justified. Moreover this provision 

implies an additional need for monitoring namely to follow all individual requested 

specific case and evaluate its effect to the whole system. 

The first interoperability directive in 1996 defined the interoperability as the ability of 

the trans-European high-speed rail system to allow the safe and uninterrupted 

movement of high-speed trains which accomplish the specified levels of performance. 

This ability rests on all the regulatory, technical and operational conditions which must 

be met in order to satisfy essential requirements.  

As the tool to ensure interoperability, technical specifications for interoperability 

(hereinafter TSIs) was defined as the specifications by which each subsystem is covered 

in order to meet the essential requirements by establishing the necessary reciprocal 

functional relations between the subsystems of the trans-European high-speed rail 

system and by ensuring the latter's compatibility; 

Important definition from the aspect of monitoring is that those structural subsystems 

which are covered by the EC declaration of verification shall be considered as being 

interoperable. 

Verification of the interoperability of a structural subsystem shall be established by 

reference to TSIs where these exist. In the absence of TSIs, Member States shall define 

a list of the technical rules for implementing the essential requirements. 

Directive 2001/16 defined interoperability as a kind of compatibility between the 

characteristics of the infrastructure and rolling stock, as well as interconnection of the 

information and communication systems of the different infrastructure managers and 

operators. In this directive the EU recognised that problems should be solved gradually 

according to an order of priority based on the cost-benefit ratio. Priority was given to 

the harmonisation of procedures and rules in use and the interconnection of information 

and communication systems. It is important to follow the consequences of the political 

decisions, therefore the European legislations generally defines an obligation for the 

European executive organisation to monitor the progress made towards achieving the 
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goals defined. This obligation has been met in case of railway interoperability too with 

addition a tool shall be developed to provide a chart of the interoperability level of the 

trans-European rail system. 

 

3.2 Definition of monitoring activity 

 

It is important to follow the consequences of the political decisions, therefore the 

European legislations generally defines an obligation for the European executive 

organisation to monitor the progress made towards achieving the goals defined. This 

obligation has been met in case of railway interoperability too with addition a tool shall 

be developed to provide a chart of the interoperability level of the trans-European rail 

system. 

 

3.3 Development of TSI 

 

Originally the directives required one TSI for each subsystem, but specification with a 

diverse scope was initiated during the evolution of the regulatory framework: 

� The split of some TSI was deemed advisable, for example the rolling stock 

subsystem was divided into freight wagons, traction units, passenger carriages 

and noise. 

� Two new subjects were included into the program mainly for political reasons, 

especially safety in the railway tunnels and access of passengers with reduced 

mobility. These specifications contain requirements for more subsystems. 

� Maintenance was initially declared as an independent subsystem, but after the 

adoption of the first generation of high-speed TSI, this subject was integrated 

into the requirements of each subsystem.  

As the rules have been expanded, some TSI contain requirements for more than one 

subsystem.  This has an important effect for the sector, especially when a subsystem is 

being designed, built or placed in service: it is not enough to know the requirements 

listed in the relevant TSI, but specifications have to be collected from nearly all other 

issued TSI. The specifications already issued and under preparation could be considered 

as covering the whole railway system, and therefore no new initiative is expected to 

draft any additional TSI.  
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Figure 2 – Overlap between specifications and activities 

 

Railway subsystems have a long lifecycle and a high level of investment, therefore it is 

not possible to exchange the present assets at a future point for totally new ones. This 

means that new subsystems have to be compatible with those in operation. In addition, 

all Member States are trying to put their present system parameters inside the new TSI, 

thereby protecting their previous investments and reducing the costs of new 

developments. 

As the specifications permit choices between different parameters, there is a real risk of 

incompatibility between subsystems. In practical terms, a railway vehicle could have 

obtained EC conformity, but this does not guarantee that it could be run on every EC 

certified infrastructure section, because the choice of parameters automatically excludes 

some combinations. 

 

3.4 Time estimation for TSI development 

TSI development is a long process, and therefore it could affect the railway business 

only with significant delay. As far as some experience already exist it is possible to 

calculate prevision when the whole targeted TSI system will be in force. The following 

major milestones define the TSI development procedure: 

� Mandate, when the European Commission issues a mandate for an organisation 

(formerly AEIF, currently ERA). This mandate defines the drafting activity. 

� Final draft, when the mandated organisation finishes the drafting procedure and 

submits the final draft to the Commission. 
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� Vote A21C, the act when Member State representatives – following some 

preparatory work by the Commission – accept the drafted TSI. 

� Adoption when the European Commission accepts (collectively) the TSI 

proposal. 

� In force: the date when the issued TSI becomes compulsory applicable in each 

Member State.  

The table 2 summarises the time needed for each milestone and an estimation was made 

for delays following the experience gained, presented on the figure 3.  

Table 1 – TSI Evolution (Conventional Rail) 

TSI Dates 

Name Mandate Final Draft Vote A21C Adoption In force 

NOI 2001.03 2004.03 2004.11 2005.12 2006.06 

TAF 2001.03 2004.02 2004.11 2005.12 2006.01* 

CCS 2001.03 2004.03 2004.11 2006.03 2006.09 

RST WAG 2001.03 2004.07 2004.12 2006.07 2007.01 

OPE 2001.03 2005.01 2005.06 2006.08 2007.02 

PRM 2002.05 2005.07 2006.06 2007.09 2008.03 

SRT 2002.05 2005.07 2006.06 2007.09 2008.03 

INF 2005.10 2008.08 2009.04 2010.07 2011.01 

RST LOC 2005.10 2008.08 2009.04 2010.07 2011.01 

RST PAS 2005.10 2009.02 2009.10 2011.01 2011.07 

ENE 2005.10 2008.08 2009.04 2010.07 2011.01 

TAP 2005.10 2009.03 2009.11 2011.02 2011.03* 

Deadlines 

Estimated dates 

* - issued in form of regulation, enter into force at the date of publication 
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Table 2 – The time needed for the main procedure (months) 

 

Procedure Average Minimum Maximum 

Drafting (AEIF) 38,4 35 40 

Drafting (ERA target) 36,6 34 41 

Preparation for vote 8,1 5 11 

Adoption 15 13 19 

 

The delay of enter into force is defined at the end of each publication notice. The 

general deadline is six months after the notification to the Member States. This 

notification takes place generally few days after the adoption. When the TSI is 

published in form of regulation (this was the case of TAF TSI), it enters into force at the 

date of its publication in official journal (generally 1-2 months following the adoption.) 

 

3.5 Sufficient number of interoperable subsystems 

 

The figure 2 presents the expected level of interoperability year-long. The forecast 

based on the lifecycle of each subsystem (50 years for fixed installations, 40 years for 

vehicles taking into account a major overhaul at the middle of lifetime). It is foreseen 

that a high interoperability level will be reached earlier for vehicles, especially freight 

wagons where market influence is higher and investment need per vehicle is moderated. 

Moreover as far as wagons are relatively simple constructions and exchange was a basic 

element of UIC cooperation, many vehicle type fulfils already the TSI requirements and 

able to run in international relations, therefore the present interoperability level of 

freight wagons was set to 15%.  
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Figure 3 – Time estimation 

 

The consequence for the simulation is that the sufficient number of interoperable 

vehicles and infrastructure sections will be available only after 2020. 

 

3.6 Cross acceptance 

 

As far as the European Commission has recognised at the middle of this decade that the 

process to put the technical regulation of interoperability into practice is very time 

consuming, it started to look for alternative solutions in view to accelerate the removing 

technical barriers. The following political options were drafted: 

A. Maintain the status quo 

The role of the Member States is still to rationalise, minimise and eliminate 

national rules. The Commission evaluate technical barriers and if it was 

recognised, the Member State would be requested to deliver strong justification 

or removal. In this model the Commission takes a monitoring role. 

B. Non Regulatory Approach 

The Commission publish task force guidelines which application is voluntarily. 

The Agency assesses national rules and determines which can be cross accepted. 

Moreover the Agency acts as a consultative and appeals body. In additionally 

Vehicles 
Freight wagons 

Subsystems 

Years 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 

TSI WAG in force 

Vehicles 
LOC, PAS 

Infrastructure 
(All fixed 
installations) 

Expected level of interoperability 

5 % 

15 % 

15 % 

80 % 

80 % 

80 % 

All CR TSI in force 
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the Agency shall accelerate the development of the TSI. The monitoring task of 

the Commission lays in the use of the mutual recognition principle. 

C. Regulatory approach 

The Agency appointed as central authorising body and act as appeal 

/coordination body with extension their competency. The MS obligation for 

authorisation will be removed. The responsibility of Notified Bodies is extended 

to deliver national authorisations. (Alternatively, infrastructure managers could 

be appointed to perform this task.)  The acceptance of existing rolling stock 

(which is already in service in another Member State) will be explicitly clarified. 

 As a consequence, the strategy of cross acceptance was preferred, which based on 

approach B, but contain some regulatory element. 
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4 INFORMATION SOURCES 

 

The selection of information resources based on the consideration that the monitoring 

activity should not constitute a burden on the Agency and on the cooperating member 

states, therefore the use of resources should be effective. For this reason priority has to 

be given for the information originated from: 

� Database operated by or permanently accessible for the Agency, 

� Documentations or notifications collected by the Agency from national 

authorities 

� Documentations or notifications collected by the Commission from the Member 

States 

 

4.1 Infrastructure  

 

The data related to Trans European Railway Network is available in the GIS database of 

the European Commission. (However it is possible to define a part of the network 

manually for the first pilot calculations.)  

In the near future there will be available in each Member State a Register of 

Infrastructure, which could give more detailed and updated network information. These 

registers will contain first time only new and upgraded lines. Complementary 

information about existing lines could be found in the network statements. These 

documents are usually accessible in public domain.   

 

4.2 National Vehicle Register 

 

The European Railway Agency has prepared its recommendation to the Commission 

about the common format of the national vehicle registers [Era06]. The content has been 

drafted by the working party established by the Agency. The following 13 items was 

proposed to be part of the register: 

1. Identification number –Numeric identification code (12 digit) as defined in 

Annex P of the TSI on "traffic operation and management” 

2. Member State and NSA – Identification of the Member State where the 

vehicle has been authorised first and the competent NSA. For vehicles 

coming from a third country, the MS where it was accepted first. 
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3. Manufacturing year – The year in which the vehicle left the factory. 

4. EC reference – References to the "EC" declaration of verification and the 

issuing body (the contracting entity). 

5. Reference to the register of rolling stock – Reference to the entity in charge 

of the register of RS 

6. Restrictions – Any restrictions on how the vehicle may be used.  

7. Owner – Identification of the owner of the vehicle 

8. Keeper – Identification of the keeper of the vehicle 

9. Entity in charge of maintenance – Reference to the entity in charge of the 

maintenance. This entity can be the Railway Undertaking using the vehicle, 

a sub-contractor to it, or the Keeper. 

10. Withdrawal (if applicable) – Date of official scrapping and/or other disposal 

arrangement and the code for the withdrawal mode 

11. Member State where the vehicle is authorised – List of the MS where the 

vehicle is authorised to run. 

12. Approval number – Harmonised approval number for placing in service, 

generated by NSA. 

13. Authorisation of placing in service – Date of authorisation for placing in 

service of the vehicle and its validity. 

 

In the meantime, the European Commission adopted the proposal in the form of 

Commission decision [Cod07]. 

The above mentioned decision defined a transitional period within all vehicles in service 

have to be recorded in this register. This period is two years for vehicles operated in 

international transport.  The decision defined as well a European global vehicle register 

architecture. A central search engine will ensure the access to the information on 

European level. The National Safety Authorities and the Agency will have access right 

to perform queries and statistical analyses. In this way there will be easy to find and 

analyse basic information related to vehicle authorisation and operation.  

 

4.3 Registers of infrastructure and rolling stock 

 

However the directives define the responsibility of each member state to publish these 

registers, there is no requirement about the format. The content of these registers are 
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defined in the related TSIs. For Register of Rolling Stock, harmonisation is ongoing by 

the Agency. 

In the meantime, legal obligation exists for the entity ordering EC verification for any 

subsystem (especially rolling stock, infrastructure) to create an entry to this registers, or 

even create a register. The Notified Body in charge of assessment shall check that the 

registration was correctly done. Moreover the National Authority who authorise the 

placing in service of those subsystem must be ensured about registration.  

The lack of harmonised format is a real risk for the use of the information recorded in 

this register. In particular if an entity establishes a paper based register, the availability 

of that information will be really limited.  

 

4.4 Publication 

 

Each notified body must periodically publish relevant information concerning: 

� requests for "EC" verification received; 

� certificates of conformity issued; 

� certificates of conformity refused. 

 

4.5 Annual report of the safety authorities 

 

Each year the safety authority shall publish an annual report concerning its activities in 

the preceding year and send it to the Agency by 30 September at the latest. The report 

shall contain information on: 

(a) the development of railway safety, including an aggregation at Member State 
level of the CSIs laid down in Annex I; 

(b) important changes in legislation and regulation concerning railway safety; 

(c) the development of safety certification and safety authorisation; 

(d) results of and experience relating to the supervision of infrastructure managers 
and railway undertakings. 

 

4.6 ERA Database 

 

The Agency is responsible for keeping a public database of the following documents 

related to railway safety: 
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� the licences issued in accordance with Directive 95/18/EC; 

� the safety certificates issued in accordance with Article 10 of 

�  the Railway Safety Directive; 

� the investigation reports sent to the Agency in accordance with Article 24 of the 

Railway Safety Directive; 

� the national safety rules notified to the Commission in accordance with Article 8 

of the Railway Safety Directive; 

� any document or link that the ERA may deem relevant to the objectives of the 

ERA Regulation. 

 

The Agency shall keep a public list of the following interoperability documents 

provided for by Directives 2001/16/EC and 96/48/EC: 

� the EC declarations of verification of subsystems; 

� the EC declarations of conformity of constituents; 

� the authorisations for putting into service, including the corresponding 

registration numbers; 

� the registers of infrastructure and rolling stock. 

 

The information provided in these documents can be statistically analysed and 

summarised for monitoring purpose.  

 

4.7 Transition measures 

 

As long as these registers are not available, the most urgent information could be 

collected occasionally, for example by means of questionnaire filled by the Member 

States. However it shall be sought a definitive automated solution which does not need 

further significant contribution and occasionally coordination.  
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5 MONITORING PRINCIPLES 

 

5.1 Assessment of interoperability 

 

Two different approaches could be applied for assessment. 

A subsystem is recognised as interoperable when it has EC (European Conformity) 

certification. This solution is simple because assessment is done by notified bodies and 

these organisations are obliged to report all issued certification to the Agency. One 

important limitation of this approach is that only new or upgraded subsystems must be 

assessed, which means that it take years before a considerable quantity of certificates 

can be collected to start the evaluation. Moreover, EC certificates covers only the 

subsystems to which the related TSIs are in force. In some cases, TSI covers only some 

parameters of the subsystem (i.e. noise), and the issued certificate only covers these 

parameters, while other important properties remain without assessment.  

The more exact solution is to evaluate each subsystem against TSI, even if the 

specification is only a draft. This approach needs a considerable amount of work since 

each TSI consist from more than 100 basic parameters. It is to investigate whether the 

resources allocated to this work are comparable with the benefits from knowledge 

resulted by monitoring. 

The unit of the evaluation of rolling stock shall be the train, since the interoperability 

was defined as uninterrupted movement of trains. 

Interoperability of the railway system can be evaluated with regard to the ability of 

trains to access any part of the network, since the main political objective of the EU 

legislation was to open up the market. If all single vehicles are interoperable, but a train 

formed from these vehicles cannot be operated on some part of the network, the 

objective of free access to the network will not be fulfilled. 

It is to consider, how it could be defined the existing level of interoperability. One 

possible approach to consider it as zero, because the TSIs come just into force and there 

is no or only a few certified subsystem, which bearing the EC certification. On the other 

hand, the level of interoperability could be evaluated as more than zero, because some 

of the existing rolling stocks (mainly the freight wagons) are already able to operate 

across Europe. 

 

5.2 Basic Considerations 

The involvement of the EU in railway regulation from 1991 has significantly 

restructured the regulatory institutes and business administration in the railway sector. 
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Since the former “incumbent” railway companies were in most countries the regulatory 

bodies and the operational organisation in one entity, now they can concentrate on their 

core business while Member States have to establish different authorities, agencies or 

bodies to perform the tasks which shall be provided independently from the market and 

on equal basis. From some aspects this tendencies seems like increasing the state 

administration and bureaucracy although, in practical terms, the former national 

companies had received state subsidies to perform these activity. Taking this condition 

into account, it is important to avoid that the monitoring activity creates additional 

administrative tasks.  

In the frame of the present thesis innovative solutions was sought, which are simple to 

realise and fulfil the criteria of effectiveness. Based on the existing or projected 

information resources (presented in paragraph “2), it is possible to find information 

which is  

− either available using traditional queries and statistical analytics,  

− or deductible using IT and mathematical methods from the information stored 
originally for other purposes. 

This thesis will then choose which information could be query and analyse, and give a 

method to transform them in view to come to a similar result as the information would 

have been traditionally registered and collected. 

As far as the cross acceptance measures are designed to accelerate the process towards 

an interoperable railway system, its effect has to be considered as far as possible, 

however its evaluation could not be based on EC certification rather on the decision and 

administration during the procedure of placing in service of subsystems.   

 

5.3 Theoretical principles  

The aim of the present chapter is to lay down the basic principles of monitoring. They 

are the pre-requisites to build up a monitoring scheme.  On the same basis different 

monitoring methods could be defined, one possible approach will be demonstrated in 

my thesis.   

According to definition of the directives, a subsystem is recognised as interoperable 

when it has an EC (European Conformity) certification.  

Important limitation of this approach is that only new or upgraded subsystem must 

be assessed, therefore it needs years till a considerable quantity of certificates 

could be collected to start the evaluation.  

A subsystem can be considered as partly interoperable, when its EC certificate covers 

only some but not all TSI related to this subsystem.  
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EC verification can be performed only against TSIs in force. In some cases, TSI 

covers only some parameters of the subsystem (i.e. noise). Notified Bodies can 

issue EC verification covering only these parameters. In consequence information 

has to be collected to which TSI the EC certification relates. 

The Agency itself does not perform any assessment of interoperability.  

This activity needs deep specialised knowledge and in many cases knowledge of 

local particularity. This is why this task is addressed to Notified Bodies. The 

monitoring activity of the Agency will relies on information provided by these 

Notified Bodies. 

The starting level of interoperability is zero, because no EC certification was notified to 

the Agency at the time of drafting this document. 

This definition is a consequence of the above mentioned statements (2.1.1. and 

2.1.2.) However, European Policy defined interoperability as the ability of trains 

to run on any stretch of the network, some existing rolling stock can also cross the 

borders. This situation can be taken into account by modelling the technical 

interfaces between subsystems. In this way, the simulation tool would be an 

extension of the monitoring system.   

The unit of the evaluation of rolling stock will be a single vehicle, since most of all 

information is available on vehicle basis. 

However it shall be noticed that the interoperability was defined as uninterrupted 

movement of trains, therefore the unit of the evaluation supposed to be a train. In 

a case where all single vehicles are interoperable, but a train formed from these 

vehicles could not be operated on some part of the network, the objective of free 

access to the network will not be fulfilled. 

The possibility of taking into account the train instead of a single vehicle would 

be considered as an eventual extension of the simulation (see Chapter X). 

 

5.4 Methods Applied 

Monitoring could be based on different evaluation tools as follows: 

Statistical indicators could be calculated on the basis of information received from the 

sector and available in different databases and registers. These indicators give an 

overview of the sector activity related to interoperability requirements, but do not reflect 

the effectiveness of the measures taken. 
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The technical compatibility between the subsystems can be demonstrated by simulation. 

The results will reflect the achievement of the political aim at interoperability and the 

potential of cross-border railway traffic. As far as this simulation is not only based on 

facts and exact information but also on assumptions and empirical processes, the results 

will be more general and cannot be considered as the basis of any legal or economical 

consequences. 

The general tendencies and non-quantifiable factors can be summarised in the 

descriptive overall evaluation giving an overview (in free text form) of the 

interoperability issues in the sector. 

 

5.5 Additional requirements for data collection 

An important requirement of the monitoring to consider the EC conformity of the 

subsystems, particularly against which TSI the conformity of the subsystem was 

assessed. This information shall be part of the communication performed by the 

Notified Bodies. Moreover the ideal solution will be to include this information as 

obligatory part into the declaration of verification, and in consequence, into the National 

Vehicle Register. 
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6 INDICATORS AND DESCRIPTIVE EVALUATION 

 

The more familiar tools for monitoring are the indicators. As the dissertation focuses to 

find a new methodology for technical comparison, some possible indicators are 

presented without seeking the exhaustive solution. 

By default, the proposed indicators illustrate a summary on European level. If it is 

proved necessary, they could be split country by country.  

  

6.1 Indicators related to calendar year  

The following indicators are related to calendar year, the evolution of the 

interoperability can be evaluated after each period. 

Y1 Number of issued EC certificate of conformity  

This indicator allows monitoring the activity and trends placing into service 

interoperable subsystems.  

Y2 Number of issued EC conformity and suitability for use of interoperability 
constituents  

This indicator gives a number how many interoperability constituents are 

placed into the market.  

Y3 Rate of refused / total requested certificate of conformity 

This indicator reflects to the quality of the verification requests and the 

products related. Moreover, it makes possible to observe long term trends in 

quality. 

Y4 Rate of placing into service EC conform subsystems / total new authorised 
subsystems. 

This indicator gives the percentage what is the share of interoperable 

subsystems amongst all new or upgraded subsystems placed into service. 

 

6.2 Quantity indicators  

The following indicators demonstrate a statistical mass at the time 

T1 Rate of EC conform rolling stock in use / total number of rolling stock in 
use.  
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T2 Rate of lengths of EC conform infrastructure / total length of the network.  

These indicators evaluate the penetration of interoperable subsystems into 

the whole railway system. 

T3 Total number of specific cases in force related to rolling stock. 

This indicator based on requests submitted to the commission. 

T4 Total number of specific cases in force related to infrastructure. 

This indicator based on requests submitted to the commission. It could be 

weighted with the length of the sections involved, and optionally related to 

the total length of the network. 

 

6.3 Indicators defined in KEMA study 

Interoperability indicators were defined in the recently published study ‘Rail 

Interoperability & Safety: Transposition of legislation and progress on the field’ 

[Kem07].  

For the metrics the analysis distinguishes between three different areas in which 

progress of interoperability may be measurable: 

1. Political issues: this aspect explains the driving force behind the progress of 

interoperability, it is related to the persons involved in the process of implementing and 

developing interoperability, their (relative) numbers and their way of thinking and 

acting in accordance with the interoperability directives.  

2. Legal issues: under this heading the progress of the legal obligation of the parties 

such as the transposition into national rules are analysed.  

3. Quantitative issues: under this heading the number of certificates, the number of IC’s 

on the market, the number of subsystems put into service, length of network, number of 

rolling stock and volume of interoperable operations can be considered. 

 

6.4 Descriptive evaluation 

The monitoring activity based on indicators and simulation shall be complemented with 

a descriptive overall evaluation.  It has to contain a descriptive overview covering the 

following aspects, using the results of indicators of course as references: 

Technical progress  

� Level of technical harmonisation,  
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� Interoperability constituents, 

� Interoperable subsystems, 

� Concurrence of different interoperable subsystems in the practice    

Organisational progress:  

� Notified Bodies and its coordination, 

� Implementation of the National Vehicle Registers, 

� Implementation of registers of rolling stock and infrastructure.  

Regulatory progress:  

� Infrastructure and rolling stocks covered by the Directives and TSIs, 

� Development and revision of TSIs, 

� European standards, 

� Placing in service of subsystems, 

� Cross acceptance of rolling stock.  

Economical progress: 

�  Development of product market. 
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7 SIMULATION 

 

7.1 The aim of the simulation 

The objective of the model is to give an indicator about the railway interoperability on a 

chosen region or on a whole Trans European Network, taking into account especially 

the technical compatibility of different subsystems.  

The mathematical approach of the model: there is a network which was aggregated from 

individual sections with given parameters and there are vehicles operating on the 

network, which also have technical parameters. Some network parameters exclude the 

operation of vehicles with a given parameters. The high the level of interoperability the 

less excluded pairing exist. 

 

7.2 Limitations of the model 

 

The simulation can only consider those technical parameters that can be assessed in a 

given technical formation and information about conformity is available. Although, it 

would be useful to assess the interoperability of complete trains, this is only possible in 

the case of multiple units. Conventional trains are formed in operation and many of their 

parameters (i.e. braking performance) are functions of the composition.  Nevertheless, 

these operational measures can ensure the access of the train on a chosen route. The 

operator for example may vary the composition of the train according to the brake 

performance of individual vehicle to fulfil the infrastructure requirements. 

The model does not take into consideration the specific cases. By default, these 

subsystems will be recognised as non-interoperable. The majority of these specific cases 

were defined for a fixed period (temporary specific cases: T1 till 2010 and T2 till 2020 

as defined in the Decision No 1692/96/EC [Epc96]; therefore these will consecutively 

disappear by the time that the EC conform subsystems in operation represent a 

sufficient statistical mass for the simulation. (However, some TSI use temporary 

provisions for an indefinite period.) 

 

7.3 Description of the model 

As far as the scope of interoperability directives and technical specifications is the Trans 

European Railway Network (TEN), the simulation can focus to this network and 

disregard the remaining part of the whole European rail network.  
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Figure 4 – The Trans-European Railway Network 
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The mathematical approach is to define this network as nodes and line sections between 

nodes. The TEN is described by the directives country by country as a limited number 

of railway lines, it is simple to transform to a nodes/sections database. Different 

attributions could be assigned to each section. As a basic attribution, the model takes 

into account the compliance with individual TSIs. In addition some basic parameters 

included into TSI are also considered as critical factors, assuming that: 

- they allow choice between values or categories and 

- the possible parameter choice limits the technical accessibility. 

The selection of these parameters and their effect to the compatibility of different 

subsystems is presented in the next chapter. 

The vehicle access of this section – and therefore the interoperability – depends not only 

on compliance with TSI but on the choice of these parameters as well. To this end the 

proposed simulation method evaluates the pairing of sections’ and vehicles’ parameters. 

(This check does not need to define the geographical position of the infrastructure.)  

As a calculation method, vector multiplication was selected. This will allow later a 

simple a fast computer calculation. The two interfering system components are fixed 

infrastructure and vehicles. Each component are characterised by a unit vectors. The 

total number of technical parameters investigated is “i”. The vectors can be defined as 

follows:   

o The infrastructure vector is ini ini1, ini2, …, inin, is a unit vector, each of 
its coordinates match the compliance with one possible choice of that 
parameter. (ini1, ini2, …, inin ∈ {0,1}) In the simplest case, compliance with 
TSI is a one dimension vector since the possible answers are complying or 
not. In this case, there is only one ini1 element. 

o Analogically the vehicle parameter vector is vei vei1, vei2, …, veim. 

To perform a simulation following the above mentioned principle, all the requirements 

had to be converted into binary format. This was possible for most of the parameters 

since the choice of technical characteristic is limited to standard values or to a limited 

number of existing solutions. In total, 16 “I” parameter vector were defined for 

infrastructure and 19 for the vehicles. The details will be presented in chapter 7.6. 

For some parameter, parameterisation had to be made in order to use the binary format. 

The procedure will be presented in chapter 7.5. 

Finally, it was recognised that the compatibility requirements regarding the two major 

system component can be classified as: 

- simple, when technical measures are required from only one component, 

for example the compliance with TSI. Technical compatibility depends 
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on whether the interfacing component needs the conformity of the latter 

requirement,   

- interface, when both components have a similar choice between 

values/solutions. In this case, the technical compatibility depends on the 

possible compatibility of parameter pairing.  

According to this classification, a compatibility matrix had to be defined for the 

requirements classified as “interface”. This compatibility matrix is a unit matrix, CMi 

[n,m] ∈ {0,1}. The matrix has n columns where n is the number of parameters of the 

infrastructure vector i, and it has m rows where m is the number of parameters of the 

vehicle vector i. Each element of this matrix corresponds a pairing of infrastructure and 

vehicle parameters, its value defines that the given pairing is allowed or not. 

The compatibility check of interface requirement can be performed as vector 

multiplication for each ”i" basic parameter  

 r(x,y)i = ini x CMi x vei ( 1 ) 

whereas: 

The infrastructure vector is ini ini1, ini2, …, inin, 

The vehicle parameter vector is vei vei1, vei2, …, veim 

The compatibility matrix is CMi [n,m] 

The result is a scalar r(x,y)i.  

 

If rxi = 0, the two system components are not compatible regarding the requirement 

involved. 

If rxi > 0, the two system components are compatible. 

If all rxi parameters are considered to be compatible, the infrastructure section is 

accessible for the vehicle and interoperability is ensured. 

 

7.4 Parameter selection 

To select the parameters, first a comprehensive list of all basic parameters had to be 

collected from each TSI (in force or under preparation, see Annex 1). This list is 

presented in Annex 1, also indicating which component of the railway system it 

concerns (fixed infrastructure, vehicle or operating organisation). 

First of all, the overall compliance with TSI is the most relevant information, since this 

covers assessment against all basic parameters listed in the relevant TSI. In addition to 
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this, the parameters allowing choice had to be identified which mean a potential 

additional barrier for the free access. In total 37 such parameter were found. 

 

Table 3 – Identified critical parameters 

TSI Parameter 

with choice 

Restrictive Non 

restrictive 

INF 8 3 5 

ENE 3 1 2 

CCS 4 4 - 

SRT 1 1 - 

PRM 3 2 1 

RST PAS and LOC 12 5 7 

RST WAG 5 2 3 

Total 37 19 18 

 

The following section presents analyse for all these parameters in order to establish 

whether their character really represents a barrier to vehicle access.   

The following parameters were considered as relevant: 

Overall compliance with TSI INF  

The conformity of infrastructure is relevant. It will be assessed by notified body 

and possible to retrieve from EC certificate.  

Minimum structure gauge (TSI INF)  

Different structure gauges have an important geometrical limitation and restrict 

the use of the vehicle. The permitted gauges are: 

GA, GB, GC 

Maximum gradients (TSI INF) 

Steep gradients have an effect on train dynamic behaviour but do not limit the 

access of individual vehicles. However, this parameter is important for the 

design of the break system taking into consideration the speed limitation on a 

sharp descent. TSI requires knowing the gradient in pro-mille and length of the 

section. 

Resistance to vertical loads (TSI INF) 

This parameter only has to be considered for rolling stock whose tare weight is 

inside this range. For other vehicles, the maximum axle load could be limited by 
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loading restrictions in order to obtain access for the section concerned. The 

target values are between 20-25 t according to line categories. 

Overall compliance with TSI ENE 

This TSI contains requirements for fixed energy distribution and pantograph; 

therefore it is applicable both for fixed infrastructure (electrified lines) and 

rolling stock (electric traction units). Conformity will be assessed by notified 

body and possible to retrieve from EC certificate. 

Voltage and frequency (TSI ENE) 

The TSI defines one target system and allows two additional one to be used: 

25kV AC, 15kV AC, 3kV DC. This parameter is considered as restrictive in 

case of electric traction. 

Overall compliance with TSI CCS 

The requirements in this TSI are applicable to infrastructure and rolling stock 

with a driver cab (i.e. locomotives, multiple units and driving trailers).  

On-board ETCS (TSI CCS) 

ETCS on-board equipment can communicate with trackside equipment via 3 

different interfaces: 

Eurobalise, Euroloop, Radio transmission 

Track-side ETCS (TSI CCS) 

Track side ETCS communication has 4 interface modality.   

Eurobalise, Radio fill-in, Euroloop, RBC radio communication 

ETCS and EIRENE air gap interfaces (TSI CCS) 

Presence of GSM-R communication equipment has to be recorded, whether 

available or not. 

On-board interfaces to Internal to Control Command (TSI CCS) 

The specific Transmission Module (STM) allows ETCS on board to operate on 

lines fitted with Class B systems. It is to be considered to register each STM 

available for each individual system (at least 25 Member States with railway 

system). 

Overall compliance with TSI SRT 

Conformity is relevant both for infrastructure and rolling stock (multiple units 

and passenger carriages) and possible to retrieve from EC certificate. 

Fire safety category (TSI SRT) 

Fire safety category of the vehicles has to be registered: None, A or B. 
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Overall compliance with TSI NOI 

Conformity is relevant for rolling stock and possible to retrieve from EC 

certificate. 

Overall compliance with TSI PRM 

Conformity is relevant both for infrastructure and rolling stock (multiple units 

and passenger carriages) and possible to retrieve from EC certificate. 

Platform height (TSI PRM) 

The TSI defines 3 standard platform heights measured from railhead. It should 

be indicated when there is no station or train stop open to passenger transport on 

the section. 

300 mm, 550 mm, 760 mm,  

Reference to a special situation has to be added, when there is no passenger 

station in the section investigated. 

Step position for vehicle access and egress (TSI PRM) 

It needs to be registered the platform height the rolling stock is able to operate: 

300 mm, 550 mm and 760 mm 

Overall compliance with TSI RST LOC and PAS 

Conformity is relevant for rolling stock and possible to retrieve from EC 

certificate. 

Sanitary systems (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 

The presence and type of toilets, the flushing medium and the nature of the 

treatment have to be considered, but do not affect the interface if they conform.  

However, release of untreated material could be prohibited on some 

infrastructure section. Therefore it has to be registered whether the sanitary 

system release this material or not. 

Vehicle kinematic gauge (TSI RST LOC and PAS)  

Different kinematic gauges have an important geometrical limitation and restrict 

the use of the vehicle. The possible gauges were defined in the TSI WAG: 

G1, GA, G2, GB, GB1, GB2, GC 

Static axle-load (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 

Tare weight in running order has to comply with track resistance, if it is in the 

range of 20-25t. 

Maximum Gradients (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 
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This parameter is relevant for locomotives and multiple units regarding the 

ability to start, but relevant for all vehicles for the design of the break system for 

the case descending on a steep ramp. The maximum gradient in pro-mille and 

length of gradient for which rolling stock is designed has to be registered. 

Operating range description (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 

Designed operational temperature range as defined in the WAG TSI: TRIV, Tn, 

Ts 

Overall compliance with TSI RST WAG 

The conformity is relevant for freight wagons and possible to retrieve from EC 

certificate. 

Kinematic gauge (TSI RST WAG) 

Different kinematic gauges have an important geometrical limitation and restrict 

the use of the vehicle. The possible gauges are: G1, GA, G2, GB, GB1, GB2, 

and GC. 

Temperature (TSI RST WAG) 

The designed operational temperature ranges are: TRIV, Tn, Ts 

 

The following parameters were not considered as restrictive: 

Distance between track centres (TSI INF) 

If the structure gauge is ensured, the distance between track centres does not 

restrict the access of the vehicle, but only has an effect on operation. 

Cant deficiency (TSI INF)  

Cant deficiency has a comfort effect, therefore limits the maximum speed of the 

train but does not limit access. 

Rail inclination (TSI INF)  

Rail inclination has an effect on running quality together with wheel profile. The 

common value of the inclinations is between 1/20-1/40. At a present, railway 

operators do not refuse the use of the vehicle on this basis therefore it does not 

restrict access of vehicles. 

Longitudinal rail restraints (break type limitation) (TSI INF) 

This parameter may contain a prohibition of brake types which dissipate kinetic 

energy through heating the rail. However, these trains can access at reduced 

speed provided that they do not use this additional brake. 

Platform length (TSI INF) 
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This parameter could be considered only for multiple units where the length of a 

single train set is longer than the platform length. However, railway operators 

usually find some operational solution to access these trains if necessary.  

System performance and installed power (TSI ENE) 

The Infrastructure Manager may declare a lower value of the maximum train 

current than the one specified in the reference standard. This limits the traction 

power of the train but does not explicitly exclude access if the current taken 

from the catenary can be limited. 

Regenerative brake with energy to the overhead contact line (TSI ENE)  

The regenerative brake is a complimentary facility, and therefore its availability 

does not have an impact on overall breaking performance and consequently on 

accessibility. 

Special requirements for stabling of trains (TSI ENE) 

External power supply during stabling is considered to be a logistical issue and 

does not affect the train movement. 

Overall compliance with TSI OPE 

All requirements are related to operating organisations. 

Boarding aids (categories) (TSI PRM) 

Boarding aids are categorised to A and B, but they are able to operate at 

designed platform height (see point platform height), and are therefore not 

considered as additional interfaces between infrastructure and rolling stock. 

Type of coupling (TSI RST WAG, LOC and PAS) 

Different systems are allowed. However the coupling ability with any other 

vehicle is not a mandatory requirement, only the vehicles declared as “fully 

compatible” have to be able to couple with each other.  

Track loading limit values (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 

These values are defined as a function of speed, consequently the access could 

be ensured with speed restriction as an operational measure. 

Breaking performance (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 

The required performance is defined in reference to INF TSI, but the latter does 

not contain the exact requirement. Therefore we suppose that all rolling stock 

has sufficient brake performance, taking into account the designed maximum 

gradient (see point maximum gradients). 

Type of brake system (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 

A fully compatible UIC braking system is an option. If the vehicle was declared 

as fully compatible, the UIC braking system is required.  
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However, the lack of this does not restrict access in itself if otherwise the 

requirements of the TSI were fulfilled. 

Parking brake performance (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 

Secure parking must be ensured either by using parking brakes or by other 

suitable additional measures. This requirement considered to be operational. 

Traction performance (TSI RST LOC and PAS) 

The maximum speed, acceleration profile and resistance have to be registered. 

These are necessary to plan a timetable, and are therefore considered as 

operational requirement. 

Operation within range of voltages and frequencies (quality of power supply) (TSI RST 

LOC and PAS) 

This requirement is covered by the ENE TSI. 

Static axle load and linear load (TSI RST WAG) 

This parameter could be limited by loading restrictions in order to get access for 

the section concerned, therefore considered as operational requirement. 

Braking Performance elements (TSI RST WAG) 

The final braking performance is depending on composition of the train, which 

is an operational issue. 

Vehicle capability to transmit information between ground and vehicle (TSI RST 

WAG) 

Application of tags is not mandatory, but If a wagon is fitted with, the 

specification shall be applied. However access will not be restricted.  

Overall compliance with TSI TAF 

Requirements are related to operating organisations. 

Overall compliance with TSI TAP 

Requirements are under drafting. 

 

7.5 Transformation of free value parameters 

 

Resistance to vertical load 

This value represents a limit of vertical axle load of the vehicles. The infrastructure 

shall be designed to withstand 20, 22.5 or 25 tonnes axle load according to the line 

categories defined in INF TSI. Some existing lines have a less designed value, therefore 

for the simulation, a parameter indicating a lower limit is also envisaged. 
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For freight wagons the payload represents the highest mass compared with tare weight, 

therefore this limitation is an operational issue and not subject of technical 

compatibility. The axle load of passenger carriages (even in fully loaded case) are 

almost always less than the minimal required 20 tonnes resistance. Consequently this 

limitation is relevant only for locomotives and multiple units, where the tare weight (in 

operational order) could be in this range.  

For the calculation purpose three categories were defined: 

Table 4 – Load categories 

 

 Infrastructure 

Resistance to vertical load 

Vehicles 

Axle load 

1 20 tonnes 20 tonnes or less 

2 22,5 tonnes More than 20 tonnes but not more 
than 22.5 tonnes 

3 25 tonnes More than 22,5 tonnes 

 

It has to be noted that vehicles will not be designed with a higher axle load than 25t, 

except for special industrial railways which have a separated network and therefore do 

not form part of the Trans European Network.  

 

ERTMS B systems 

The traditional train protection and radio system is different across each European 

country, therefore many equipment possibility exist. These systems were named as 

“class B”. The complete list of existing systems is presented in Annex B of the TSI 

CCS.  As there are 23 signalling and 17 radio class B systems, a vector containing 44 

elements was defined to this parameter (4 reserved for the new Member States).  

 

Gradients and length 

However the maximal gradient is defined in infrastructure TSI as 35 per thousand, the 

length of the involved section is also important to take into consideration the ability of 

the train to stop, start and maintain speed. Here the most important technical issue is the 

thermic load of the brake system while running down from the slope. As to leave this 

parameter for free choice of designer could not help the industry and the railway 

operators to assess the conformity and accessibility of vehicles. A common consensus is 

under drafting to take into consideration as reference the Gotthard railway line. Vehicles 

able to maintain speed in a gradient with 21 per thousand for a 46 km long section are 

considered as complying with this parameter. On this basis, the simulation will only 
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take into consideration whether the vehicle is designed according to this reference or 

not. 

 

7.6 Definition of the parameter vectors 

As some of the requirements shall be applied only for specific subsystems, the 

parameter vectors were split into modules. The module MO is applicable for all case, 

but the additional 5 modules following the system components investigated. Examples 

for application: 

 Freight wagon:  MO + MA 

 Electric locomotive:  MO + MB + MC + MD 

 Passenger coach with driving cab:  MO + MD + ME  

The numbers following the vector names indicates the dimension of the vectors, i.e. 

according to the possible values, how many digits the vector has. Analogically the 

numbers following the compatibility matrix name defines the dimension of the matrix, 

according the dimension of the infrastructure and vehicle vectors to be multiplied. 

 

Table 5 – Parameter definition (MO) 

MO – Requirements for all combination of system elements 

 Basic parameters Values in Ve CM 

MO1 Overall conformity with TSI 
INF 

Conformity Y/N inMO1 [2] - O 

Minimum structure gauge  GA, GB, GC in MO2 [3] I MO2 

Vehicle kinematic gauge G1, GA, G2, GB, GB1, GB2, 
GC 

I ve MO2 
[7] 

CM MO2 
[3,7] 

MO3 Overall conformity with TSI 
SRT 

Conformity Y/N in MO3 [2] ve MO3 
[2] 

CM MO3 
[2,2] 

Fire safety category None, A, B I ve MO4 
[3] 

MO4 

Maximum tunnel length on the 
section 

Less then 1 km, 1-5 km, longer 
than 5 km 

in MO4 [3] I 

CM MO4 
[3,3] 

MO5 Overall conformity with TSI 
NOI 

Conformity Y/N - ve MO5 
[2] 

O 

Temperature range TRIV, Tn, Ts I ve MO6 
[3] 

MO6 

Temperature range of 
environment 

Equivalent to Tn, Ts in MO6 [2] I 

CM MO6 
[3,2] 

MO7 Maximum gradients Gradient in pro-mille and length in MO7 [2] ve MO7 
[2] 

CM MO7 
[2,2] 
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Table 6 – Parameter definition (MA) 

MA – Additional requirements for freight wagons 

 Basic parameters Values in Ve CM 

MA1 Overall conformity with TSI 
WAG 

Conformity Y/N - ve MA1 [2] O 

 

Table 7 – Parameter definition (MB) 

MB – Additional requirements for traction 

 Basic parameters Values in Ve CM 

MB1 Overall conformity with TSI 
LOC 

Conformity Y/N - ve MB1 [2] O 

Resistance to vertical loads 20-25t in MB2 
[3] 

I MB2 

Static axle-load 20-25t I ve MB2 [3] 

CM 

MB2 
[3,3] 

 

 

Table 8 – Parameter definition (MC) 

MC – Additional requirements for electric traction 

 Basic parameters Values in Ve CM 

MC1 Overall conformity with TSI 
ENE 

Conformity Y/N in MC1 
[2] 

ve MC1 
[2] 

CM 

MC1 
[2,2] 

MC2 Voltage and frequency 25kV AC, 15kV AC, 3kV DC in MC2 
[3] 

ve MC2 
[3] 

CM 

MC2 
[3,3] 

 

 

Table 9 – Parameter definition (MD) 

MD – Additional requirements for vehicles with driver cab 

 Basic parameters Values in Ve CM 

MD1 Overall conformity with TSI 
CCS 

Conformity Y/N in MD1 
[2] 

ve MD1 
[2] 

CM MD1 
[2,2] 

On-board ETCS Eurobalise, Euroloop, Radio 
transmission 

I ve MD2 
[3] 

MD2 

Track-side ETCS Eurobalise, Radio fill-in, 
Euroloop, RBC radio 
communication 

in MD2 
[4] 

I 

CM MD2 
[3,4] 

MD3 GSM-R availability Y/N in MD3 
[2] 

ve MD3 
[2] 

CM MD3 
[2,2] 

MD4 Installed Class B system STM available for each 
system  

in MD4 
[44] 

ve MD4 
[44] 

CM MD4 
[44,44] 
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Table 10 – Parameter definition (ME) 

ME – Additional requirements for passenger transport  

 Basic parameters Values in Ve CM 

ME1 Overall conformity with TSI 
PAS 

Conformity Y/N - ve ME1 
[2] 

O 

ME2 Overall conformity with TSI 
PRM 

Conformity Y/N in ME2 
[2] 

ve ME2 
[2] 

CM 

ME2 
[2,2] 

Platform height 300 mm, 550 mm, 760 mm, 
no station 

in ME3 
[4] 

I ME3 

Step position  300 mm, 550 mm, 760 mm I ve ME3 
[3] 

CM 

ME3 
[4,3] 

Release of untreated material Release of untreated material 
(Y/N) 

I ve ME4 
[2] 

ME4 

Release of untreated material 
prohibited 

Y/N in ME4 
[2] 

I 

CM 

ME4 
[2,2] 

 

 

7.7 Definition of the interface matrix 

15 interface matrixes have to be defined in total.  The format of the matrix is: 

CMi [n,m] 

Where: 

 I is the identification of the parameter involved, 

 n is the dimension (number of possible values) of the infrastructure vector and 

 m is the dimension (number of possible values) of the vehicle vector. 

The value of each element of the matrix cmx,y is: 

 1 – if the combination ieix and veiy is permited 

 0 – if the combination is not permitted.   

 

 

CM MO2 [3,7] – Vehicle kinematic gauge 

The dimension of the GA infrastructure gauge is the most restrictive; the following GB 

and GC gauges are larger and larger. As consequence vehicles which are conform to 

restrictive gauge are also compatible with higher gauges. The interface matrix could 

than be defined as follow: 

 

 

( 2 )  
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 GA GB GC 

G1 1 1 1 

GA 1 1 1 

G2 1 1 0 

GB 1 1 0 

GB1 1 1 0 

GB2 1 1 0 

GC 1 0 0 

  

CM MO3 [2,2] Overall conformity with TSI SRT 

Considering the overall conformity of the TSIs both relevant for infrastructure and 

rolling stock, the new – and consequently TSI conform – subsystem shall ensure the 

compatibility with existing systems. This approach is generally positive for the 

compatibility, but for the tunnels a more restrictive one was drafted in the 

implementation plan. Namely the TSI conform vehicles can run in every tunnel, but in 

the new tunnels only conform vehicles can have access after a certain transition time. 

Consequently this interface matrix shall reflect to this target situation. 

 

 Yi Ni 

Yv 1 1 

Nv 0 1 

 

CM MO4 [3,3] Fire safety category Maximum tunnel length 

The relationship between tunnel length and vehicle safety category is obvious. The long 

the tunnel the high the safety category of the vehicle shall be. 

 

 <1 1-5 >5 

N 1 0 0 

A 1 1 0 

B 1 1 1 

 

CM MO6 [3,3] Temperature range 

The vehicles have three different classes while the infrastructure has only two: Tn for 

the Nordic countries and Ts for the south-European climate. The additional vehicle 

temperature class TRIV is considered as a minimum requirement for vehicles. It contains 

 

( 3 )  

 

( 4 )  
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different requirements for different components ensuring the most relevant 

functionalities for the Nordic operation as well. A TRIV vehicle can be operated 

permanently on Ts lines, but only with seasonal limitation on Tn lines. Therefore the 

latter case was not defined as compatible since this operational condition cannot be 

taken into consideration for the present simulation. (It has to be noted that a vehicle can 

be designed to fulfil the requirements both for Tn and Ts.) 

 

 Ts Tn 

TRIV  1 0 

Ts 1 0 

Tn 0 1 

 

CM MO7 [2,2] Maximum gradients 

This parameter needs to consider whether the vehicle was designed to operate in a slope 

equal or higher than 21 per thousand and equal or longer than 46 km and analogically, 

whether the infrastructure section has a slope with or above these parameters (as defined 

in chapter 7.5).  

 

 Yi Ni 

Yv 1 1 

Nv 0 1 

 

CM MB2 [3,3] Resistance to vertical loads, static axle-load 

The range of values according to loading limits was defined in chapter 7.5.  

 

 20t 22.5t 25t 

≤ 20t 1 1 1 

20t <…≤ 22.5t 0 1 1 

22.5t< 0 0 1 

 

CM MC1 [2,2] Overall conformity with TSI ENE 

This matrix is rather permissive as most of the requirements in the TSI are based on 

existing solution, therefore a conform subsystem can be compatible with its non-

conform counterpart.  

  

 

( 5 )  

 

( 6 )  

 

 

( 7 )  
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 Yi Ni 

Yv  1 1 

Nv  1 0 

 

CM MC2 [3,3] Voltage and frequency 

The TSI selected one target system and allows using two other. Multi-system 

locomotives can be operated under different systems; therefore they can fulfil more than 

one requirement (the vehicle vector ve MC2 can contain more than one “true” element).  

 

 25kV 
50Hz 

15 kV 
16 Hz 

3 kV 
DC 

25kV 50Hz 1 0 0 

15 kV 16 Hz 0 1 0 

3 kV DC 0 0 1 

 

CM MD1 [2,2] Overall conformity with TSI CCS 

This matrix looks very restrictive but in the practice the requirement is not so strong. 

The TSI CCS includes already the requirements of existing national systems (as class B 

system), therefore all vehicles fitted with any train protection system can be compatible 

with the TSI. (However, the CM MD4 matrix contains the serious limitations regarding 

vehicles fitted only with class B systems.)  

 

 Yi Ni 

Yv  1 0 

Nv  0 0 

 

CM MD2 [3,4] On-board ETCS, track-side ETCS 

The on-board and the track-side ETCS equipments have to communicate each-other. 

Eurobalise and euroloop are complementary systems; radio fill-in is additional but not 

compulsory for ETCS Level 1. 

 

 

( 8 )  

 

( 9 )  

 

( 10 )  
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 Eurobalise Radio fill-in Euroloop RBC radio 
communication  

Eurobalise, 1 0 1 0 

Euroloop 1 0 1 0 

Radio transmission 0 1 0 1 

 

 

CM MD3 [2,2] GSM-R availability 

If an infrastructure section is equipped with GSM-R, the train (driver cab) has to be 

fitted as well. (Here we do not consider the solution to supply mobile equipment for the 

driver.)  

 

 Yi Ni 

Yv 1 1 

Nv 0 1 

 

CM MD4 [44,44] Installed Class B system 

This matrix contains “true” values only in the main diagonal since all national systems 

are different.   

 

CM ME2 [2,2] Overall conformity with TSI PRM 

The migration procedure will be long therefore the same requirements apply as for the 

safety in railway tunnel. 

 Yi Ni 

Yv 1 1 

Nv 0 1 

 

CM ME3 [4,3] Platform height, step position  

The step position of the vehicle must fit those of the platform. A vehicle can have 

special technical equipment to fit more platform height (inclining step). An additional 

parameter refers to a situation when there is no passenger station in the section 

investigated. 

  

 

 

( 11 )  

 

( 12 )  

 

( 13 )  
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 300i 550i 760i Ni 

300v 1 0 0 1 

550v 0 1 0 1 

760v 0 0 1 1 

 

CM ME4 [2,2] Release of untreated material, release of untreated material prohibited 

The only case restricting the access is when both conditions are met. (The vehicle can 

release the untreated material where it is prohibited.) 

  

 Yi Ni 

Yv 0 1 

Nv 1 1 

 

 

7.8 Calculation 

To start the calculation it should be defined: 

� The section itself and the Member State (or States) where the section is located, 

There are very high but limited number of infrastructure sections.  Each of them 

will be identified with a number: sx 

� The type of vehicle concerned. 

The sorting of the vehicle types could be performed automatically from the 

National Vehicle Registers. Basis of the selection will be the 5-9th digit of the 

vehicle identification number. As far as no common unique vehicle type coding 

exists, an identification number will be defined for each type: ty 

 

Results 

If  r(x,y)i ≥ 1 for all parameters the section sx is compatible with the vehicle type ty.  

This result will then be registered into the result matrix: 

RM [x,y] 

Where: 

 x is the identification number of infrastructure sections investigated and 

 y is the identification number of vehicle type investigated. 

The value of each element of the matrix rmx,y is: 

 1 – if the infrastructure section sx is compatible with the vehicle type ty. 

 0 – by default, that means not compatible or not investigated yet.   

 

 

( 14 )  

 

( 15 )  
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The last step to evaluate the overall interoperability is then to calculate the average over 
the values in the matrix and present the result in percentage format: 

 

IOP [%] = 100 ⋅ 

 

This average may include all the element of the matrix which has already a calculation 
result.  
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y 

Interface 
Requirements 
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Figure 5 – Calculation method 

 

 

( 16 )  
Σ  rmx,y 

x ⋅ y 
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Remarks: 

a. Once a vehicle has been authorised, it can run at least on the network of the 

country which authorised to place it in service. Although a simulation shows 

that this vehicle and an infrastructure section are not compatible, it is to be 

considered indicate as compatible at least regarding the “home” network. 

After a transition period, when the National Vehicle Registers will contain 

all existing vehicles, it will be registered directly for each individual vehicle 

in which Member State it is authorised to use. This filed could be used as 

calculation of statistics and support the evaluation.  

b. In case of non-compatibility there might be a need to identify whether the 

vehicle or the infrastructure is the “responsible” for the non-compliance. 

However this consideration might be obvious when EC conformity of one 

system component is missing, but in some other cases when the parameter 

selection is the motivation of non-compliance, it is hardly possible to 

declare any judgement.  

 

After a successful trial on a limited network and vehicle fleet, the first calculation on the 

whole TEN could be used as basis of the regular evaluation in the future. As soon as 

more detailed information will be available, the development of interoperability could 

be demonstrated against this basis. 
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8 VALIDATION OF THE RESULTS 

 

Once the result matrix has been calculated, there is an opportunity to check whether 

subsystems bearing a CE label are really more compatible and accessible than the 

others, practically what is the value of the conformity assessment in view of real 

interoperability of the subsystem concerned. 

 

8.1 Calculation method 

The basis of the comparison is from one part the existence of the conformity certificate 

of the subsystem and from other part the number of positive answers from the result 

matrix. The investigation can be related to the infrastructure section, the vehicle type or 

both parallel.  

Using the definitions already applied in the previous chapters: 

x is the identification number of infrastructure sections investigated amongst  

the total number of sections (n), 

y is the identification number of vehicle type investigated amongst the total 

number of vehicle types (m). 

The information regarding EC conformity is available from the simulation: 

The parameter vector in MO1 [2] regarding to infrastructure, 

The parameter vector ve MA1 [2], ve MB1 [2] and ve ME1 [2] regarding to vehicles, 

respectively for freight wagons, locomotives and passenger carriages.   

The number of positive answers can be defined as follows: 

The total number of vehicles evaluated as accessible for the infrastructure section (x)  

 

[ ]∑
=

=
n

i

sx ixRMpa
1

,  

 

The total number of infrastructure section accessible for the vehicle type (y). 

 

[ ]∑
=

=
m

j

ty yjRMpa
1

,  

 

The function describing the potential link between EC conformity and positive answers 

is the correlation. For the calculation, the conformity vectors has to be transformed to 

function where: 

( 17 )  

( 18 )  
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- in(x) will represent the absolute value of in M01 at the infrastructure section 

(x), 

- ve(y) will represent the absolute value of    ve MB1, ve MB1 or ve ME1 

respecting  the vehicle type (y). 

Then the correlations between conformity and real accessibility of infrastructure 

sections can be defined using the well known correlation equation: 

 

 

 

 

Similarly the correlations between conformity and real accessibility of vehicle types can 

be defined as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

As the definition of the correlation, the result should be in the range of  -1 ≤ r ≤ 1. 

 

8.2 Evaluation of the results 

On the basis of experience, significant correlation should be higher than 0.6. The 

expected value of the present correlations is around 0.8. Negative correlation is not 

expected, because in this case, the new and interoperable subsystems would be more 

restrictive than those not declared as interoperable. 

If the result would be exactly 1, then there is a strict link between the two variables. In 

the present case this would mean that the whole simulations procedure is useless 

because one variable, especially the EC conformity, describes the accessibility, the other 

parameters investigated means no further restriction. 

If the value is greater than 0.6 than there is a link between the EC conformity and 

accessibility, practically the EC conform vehicles has access to more infrastructure 

section like the vehicles without. Analogically the infrastructure sections with EC 

conformity are more accessible for vehicles than the sections without. 

If the value was lower than 0.6 it would mean that there is no correlation between the 

conformity and the accessibility. This result would prove that the problem of free choice 

( 19 )  
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of some technical values is more serious that it was supposed in the introductory section 

of the dissertation, the system of the conformity assessment will not reach the political 

objectives.  

Before drawing the final conclusion from this result, two fundamental questions have to 

be answered: 

Did this simulation take into consideration all necessary parameters which the 

interoperability depending on? 

If a given subsystem was assessed for EC conformity, it was checked against all 

parameters listed in the relevant TSI. The aim of the TSI is to list all but only 

those parameters which the interoperability depends on. It means if there is a 

parameter not listed in the TSI, it is not considered as necessary for the 

interoperability. Consequently if a subsystem has the EC conformity certificate, 

it was checked against all necessary parameters. 

If a subsystem proved as accessible in most of the cases by the simulation, does it mean 

that the subsystem is supposed to be interoperable?  

The simulation is based only on those parameters which have a free choice 

between values. The TSI contains many other requirements which are necessary 

for the interoperability. The objective of the present simulation is to discover 

whether there are additional barriers for accessibility of subsystem already 

certified as interoperable. If a given subsystem fulfils the selected parameters it 

does not mean that it meets the remaining requirements listed in the TSI.  

Other important consequence, that it is not possible to reverse the question of 

accessibility as far as the presented simulation is concerned: if the result of the 

correlation is not favourable, it cannot prove that the EC conformity assessment 

has no value. 
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9 CALCULATION EXAMPLE 

 

The simulation can be demonstrated on the following simple example: 

Let’s take a small network with three line section (x = 1,..,3). In order to keep the 
example as simple as possible, we take into consideration non electrified line. The 
sections will be identified as:  

s1 , s2 and s3 

Similarly we take three vehicle type (y = 1,..,3), the requirements are the most simplest 
for freight wagons. The types will be identified as: 

t1 , t2 and t3 

In order not to complicate the example and help better understanding, we set the  
subsystems s1, s2, t1, t2 as interoperable and s3 and t3 as not. In addition we create a 
parameter conflict between subsystems s1 and t2. All the remaining parameters will be 
set as compatible. 

As this example involves freight wagons, we need to take into consideration the 
modules M0 and M1 to define the parameter vectors (see chapter 7.6). We consider for 
this calculation example the following technical features of the subsystems: 

 

Table 11 – Parameter definition for the example  

Module 

name 

Parameter name Infra 

vector 

s1 s2 s3 Vehicle 

vector 

t1 t2 t3 

M01 Conformity TSI INF inMO1 Y Y N  - - - 

Structure gauge in MO2 GA GC GA     M02 

Kinematic gauge     ve MO2 GC GC GA 

M03 Conformity TSI SRT in MO3 Y Y N ve MO3 Y Y N 

M05 Fire safety category     ve MO4 A A N 

M04 Max tunnel length in MO4 <1 <1 <1     

M05 Conformity TSI NOI     ve MO5 Y Y N 

M06 Temperature range in MO6 Tn Tn Tn ve MO6 Tn Tn Tn 

M07 Maximum gradients in MO7 n.a. n.a. n.a. ve MO7 N N N 

MA Conformity TSI WAG     ve MA1 Y Y N 

  

This will result the following digital values of the vectors: 
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 Table 12 – Vector values for the example 

Infra 
vector 

s1 s2 s3 Vehicle vector t1 t2 t3 

inMO1 1 1 0  - - - 

in MO2 1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 

1 
0 
0 

ve MO2 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

in MO3 1 
0 

1 
0 

0 
1 

ve MO3 1 
0 

1 
0 

0 
1 

in MO4 1 
0 
0 

1 
0 
0 

1 
0 
0 

ve MO4 0 
1 
0 

0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
0 

    ve MO5 1 1 1 

in MO6 0 
1 
0 

0 
1 
0 

0 
1 
0 

ve MO6 1 
0 

1 
0 

1 
0 

in MO7 0 
1 

0 
1 

0 
1 

ve MO7 0 
1 

0 
1 

0 
1 

    ve MA1 1 1 0 

 

To perform the calculation, we need 5 interface matrixes defined in chapter 7.7.  

 

CM MO2 [3,7] – Vehicle kinematic gauge 

 

 GA GB GC 

G1 1 1 1 

GA 1 1 1 

G2 1 1 0 

GB 1 1 0 

GB1 1 1 0 

GB2 1 1 0 

GC 1 0 0 

 

 

( 21 )  
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CM MO3 [2,2] Overall conformity with TSI SRT 

 

 Yi Ni 

Yv 1 1 

Nv 0 1 

 

CM MO4 [3,3] Fire safety category Maximum tunnel length 

 

 <1 1-5 >5 

N 1 0 0 

A 1 1 0 

B 1 1 1 

 

CM MO6 [3,3] Temperature range 

 

 Ts Tn 

TRIV  1 0 

Ts 1 0 

Tn 0 1 

CM MO7 [2,2] Maximum gradients 

 

 Yi Ni 

Yv 1 1 

Nv 0 1 

 

Next step is to compare the subsystems in pairs and calculation of the r(x,y) results. Let 
the first pair the section s1 and the vehicle type t1. The parameter pairing results r(1,1)i 
are the follows: 

Parameter 1 

r(1,1)1 = [inMO1 ] = 1  since the parameter is simple. 

 

( 22 )  

( 23 )  

( 24 )  

( 25 )  

( 26 )  
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Parameter 2 

r(1,1)2 = inM02 x CMM02 x veM02 = 

 1    1 1 1     0 0 0 0 0 0 1  

 0    1 1 1             

 0    1 1 0             

     1 1 0             

     1 1 0             

     1 1 0             

     1 0 0             

 

Parameter 3 

r(1,1)3 = inM03 x CMM03 x veM03 = 

 

 

 

 

Parameter 4 

r(1,1)4 = inM04 x CMM04 x veM04 = 

 1    1 0 0     0 1 0  

 0    1 1 0         

 0    1 1 1         

 

Parameter 5 

r(1,1)5 = [veMO5 ] = 1  since the parameter is simple. 

 

Parameter 6 

r(1,1)6 = inM06 x CMM06 x veM06 = 

 1    1 0     0 1 0  

 0    1 0         

     0 1         

 

( 27)  

( 28 )  

 1    1 1     1 0  

 0    0 1        

( 29 )  

( 30)  

( 31)  

= = 0 

= 1 = 

= 1 = 

= 1 = 
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Parameter 7 

r(1,1)7 = inM07 x CMM07 x veM07 = 

 

 

 

Parameter 8 

r(1,1)8 = [veMA1 ] = 1  since the parameter is simple. 

 

As a conclusion, the section is not compatible with the vehicle, since not all result are 
equal to 1.   

Table 13 – Result of the first paring 

Cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

r(1,1) 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 

This calculation can be made for all infrastructure and vehicle type combination. It is to 
mention if the infrastructure (or vehicle) is not conform with TSI infrastructure (or 
rolling stock), there is no reason to perform the remaining interface since this 
conformity covers a number of necessary requirements which will not be investigated in 
detail during the present simulation. (The related columns are marked with dashed 
background in the Table 14.) In the non-conformity case, the non-investigated 
parameter compatibility results will be marked as n/a. 

 

Table 14 – Detailed result summary of the example 

Cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Result 

r(1,1) 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

r(1,2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

r(1,3) 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0 

r(2,1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

r(2,2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

r(2,3) 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0 

r(3,1) 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 0 

r(3,2) 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 0 

r(3,3) 0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 0 

 

Based on the results calculated for each combination, the result matrix will have the 
following values: 

 0    1 1     0 1  

 1    0 1        

( 32)  

( 33)  

= 1 = 
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  0 1 0    

  1 1 0    

  0 0 0    

 

The level of interoperability was defined in the Chapter 7.8, equation (16) as simple 
average of the values in the matrix: 

 

IOP = 33 % 

 

In the case if we do not take into account the compatibility simulation, only considering 
the compliance with individual TSI, the result (marked with IOPw) would be: 

 

IOPw = 44 % 

 

This result is underlining the fact that even we considered two tiers of our subsystems in 
this example as interoperable, the effective pairing of subsystems results only 44 % of 
compatibility in case of simply compliance and 33 % in case of take into account 
restrictive parameter selection. In consequence, the values of traditional statistical 
indicators (as issued EC certification) could be evaluated carefully. 

( 34)  RM [3,3] = 
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10 POSSIBLE EXTENSION OF THE MODEL 

 

In the above procedure, individual vehicles were evaluated against individual 

infrastructure sections. Although the railway transport is performed in train composition 

and a long journey covering more of the infrastructure section, there is a clear need to 

simulate a train movement across a long transport route. 

To this end, once the parameters of the vehicles and infrastructure sections have been 

calculated, it is possible to define on a random basis the potential train composition and 

the theoretical train route. All vehicles in the train composition then have to comply 

with the requirement of all infrastructure sections involved in the route. This extended 

simulation has to take into account the geographical location of the infrastructure 

section. This requires either a large geological database or alternatively some predefined 

route combinations.   

There is an extension possibility to high-speed railway system. This is logical and 

meaningful since the high-speed trains are using the conventional rail network to reach 

the city centre or to extend the route for popular destinations. In contrarily, there is 

some example when conventional trains are allowed to use the high-speed infrastructure 

as well. Including the requirements for high-speed TSI into the simulation is a 

considerable workload but less than work out the initial concept, since the conventional 

and high-speed TSIs have similar structure and many requirements for conventional rail 

system were originated from its high-speed counterpart.  
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11 SUMMARY 

 

The railway sector in the European Union is in the middle of structural change. Since 

1991 the legal framework has substantially changed, and the new regulatory framework 

has nearly reached completion. In the meantime, the necessary changes in technical 

regulation have begun, but this procedure is more time-consuming and requires a deeper 

understanding of the technical structures. 

It is clear that the legal changes alone are not sufficient in themselves to reach the 

political targets. As technical regulation procedures are very long, their effects needs to 

be monitored as quickly as their quantification are possible.  

This paper focuses on interoperability, namely key technical element of this structural 

change. Interoperability was defined in European legislation as a necessary tool for 

opening the rail transport market. This requires a new technical regulatory framework, 

especially the existing UIC leaflets, based on agreement between railway companies, 

has to be converted into compulsory European legislation and extended to cover all of 

the railway subsystems. The first set of these technical specifications focused on high-

speed railways – with a reasonably limited content. These 6 TSI have been in force 

since 2002 and the first revision has nearly finished.  

The key large-scale applications are the technical specifications for conventional rail. 

The first set of priority specifications are already in force; 2 belonging to the second 

priority set are waiting for final acceptance and the latest 5 are still being drafted. Since 

the basic requirements of the latest specifications currently being drafted are already 

known, now is the perfect time to define the monitoring principles and the indicators.   

 

Approach for interoperability assessment 

A subsystem is recognised as interoperable when it has EC (European Conformity) 

certification. This solution is simple because assessment is done by notified bodies and 

these organisations are obliged to report all issued certification to the European Railway 

Agency. One important limitation of this approach that only new or upgraded 

subsystems must be assessed, which means that it take years before a considerable 

quantity of certificates can be collected to start the evaluation. Moreover, EC certificates 

covers only the subsystems to which the related TSIs are in force. In some cases, TSI 

covers only some parameters of the subsystem (i.e. noise), and the issued certificate 

only covers these parameters, while other important properties remain without 

assessment.  

The interoperability of the railway system can be evaluated with regard to the ability of 

trains to access any part of the network, since the main political objective of the EU 

legislation was to open up the market. If all single vehicles are interoperable, but a train 
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formed from these vehicles cannot be operated on some part of the network, the 

objective of free access to the network will not be fulfilled.  

 

Limitations of the simulation 

The simulation can only consider those technical parameters that can be assessed in a 

given technical formation and information about conformity is available. Although, it 

would be useful to assess the interoperability of complete trains, this is only possible in 

the case of multiple units. Conventional trains are formed in operation and many of their 

parameters (i.e. braking performance) are functions of the composition.  Nevertheless, 

these operational measures can ensure the access of the train on a chosen route. The 

operator for example may vary the composition of the train according to the brake 

performance of individual vehicle to fulfil the infrastructure requirements. 

The model does not take into consideration the specific cases. By default, these 

subsystems will be recognised as non-interoperable. The majority of these specific cases 

were defined for a fixed period; therefore these will consecutively disappear by the time 

that the EC conform subsystems in operation represent a sufficient statistical mass for 

the simulation. 

 

Calculation 

The simulation evaluates the pairing of sections’ and vehicles’ parameters. (This check 

does not need to define the geographical position of the infrastructure.)  

All the requirements were quantified in binary format allowing simple comparison and 

fast computer calculation. This was possible for most of the parameters since the choice 

of technical characteristic is limited to standard values or to a limited number of existing 

solutions.  

For the mathematical definition of the simulation, a compatibility matrix had to be 

defined for the critical parameters, containing the allowed and not permitted 

combinations of both infrastructure and vehicle values. 

The compatibility check of interface requirement was generated as vector multiplication 

for each ”i" basic parameter:  

r(x,y)i = ini x CMi x vei  

Where the infrastructure vector ini ini1, ini2, …, inin is a unit vector, each of its 
coordinates match the compliance with one possible choice of that parameter. 
Analogically, the vehicle parameter vector vei vei1, vei2, …, veimhas the same  

The compatibility matrix CMi [n,m] is also a unit matrix, each of its element 
corresponds a pairing of infrastructure and vehicle parameters, its value defines that the 
given pairing is allowed or not.  
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The result is a scalar rxi. If rxi = 0, the two system components are not compatible 

regarding the requirement involved. If rxi > 0 for all “i” parameter, the infrastructure 

section is accessible for the vehicle and interoperability is ensured. 

This result will then be registered into the result matrix: 

RM [x,y] 

Where: 

 x is the identification number of infrastructure sections investigated and 

 y is the identification number of vehicle type investigated. 

The value of each element of the matrix rmx,y is: 

 1 – if the infrastructure section is compatible with the vehicle type. 

 0 – by default, that means not compatible or not investigated yet.   

 

The last step to evaluate the overall interoperability is then to calculate the average over 

the values in the matrix and present the result in percentage format: 

 

⋅ 

 

Σ  rmx,y 
IOP [%] = 100 

x ⋅ y 
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12 THESISES 

 

1. I have identified a legal, technical and theoretical framework for a 

monitoring activity adapted to the limitations and opportunities inside the 

European Community. 

a) I have defined the theoretical principles of monitoring. This activity 

needed analyse of the legal background, of the conformity certification 

procedure and benchmarks from other transport sectors.   

 

b) I have identified the information sources and presented a forecast for its 

availability. It was needed to list the available information sources even those 

projected in the different legislation documents. Only few of them are only 

available, most of it is under development. The progress of the works and sector 

discussions about further developments give the possibility to make a forecast 

about their availability. 

 

2. I have defined a comprehensive technical requirement system based on 

common specification and taking into account the implementation 

limitations.  

a) I have established a complete list of basic parameters from TSI for 

Conventional Rail System. As the development of conventional rail TSI are in 

a different phase, my dissertation is the first trial to summarise the requirements 

from all TSI in one common document. However it should be noticed, that this 

list is only iteration until the latest TSI will be published officially.   

 

b) I have identified the parameters which potentially limit the 

interoperability. Some basic parameters were defined allowing choice between 

technical solutions. The choice can have effect for the interfaces and therefore 

limit the accessibility even for subsystems declared as interoperable. With a 

further analyse some of the parameters could have been sorted out from the list, 

because some operational measures could ensure the compatibility with 

requirements.  

 

3. I have defined a new simulation method based on the EC conformity and 

additional individual technical features of the subsystems. So far the 

interoperability between infrastructure and vehicles is depending not only on the 

individual conformity of both system components, a simulation method has been 

developed for cross-checking the accessibility.  This allows quantitative 
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evaluation of the interoperability level based on real ability of the vehicles to 

circulate on the European Railway Network. I have demonstrated the suitability 

of this method with a simulation example, presented in Chapter 10 of my 

dissertation. 

 

4. I have redefined the content and allocated a clear value range to some basic 

parameters in order to be suitable for the calculation. Three of basic 

parameters allowed a vide choice of technical solutions / values which would 

make the calculation complicated and difficult, even impossible. To allow its 

application and ease the calculation, some considerations had to be made and an 

appropriate parameterisation had to be performed. 

 

5. I have defined a validation method proving the correctness and relevance of 

the simulation. It helps to understand whether the problem raised in the present 

dissertation, namely the potential additional technical barriers, represents a real 

concern, and give an approximate value about the seriousness of this issue. The 

validation is based on the correlation analysis and uses a new approach, 

comparing some basic parameter of the subsystems with results of the 

simulation related to other subsystem.  
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14 TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

Term Definition 

Infrastructure Manager (IM) Any body or undertaking that is responsible in particular for 
establishing and maintaining railway infrastructure. This 
may also include the management of infrastructure control 
and safety systems. The functions of the infrastructure 
manager on a corridor or part of a corridor may be allocated 
to different bodies or undertakings (Directive 2001/14/EC) 

Keeper A vehicle keeper is the party, who being the owner or having 
the right to use it, exploits a vehicle economically in a 
permanent manner as a means of transport and is registered 
as such in the Rolling Stock Register. According to TSI OPE 
& COTIF, Annex D “CUV” Article 2 

Member States The EU Member States and the EFTA countries. The 
European legislation gives the possibility to the Member 
States to allocate a specific responsibility to a dedicated 
body. In the case of the NVR, this responsibility is dedicated 
mainly to the NSA. 

National Safety Authority 
(NSA)   

The national body entrusted with the tasks regarding railway 
safety in accordance with Directive 2004/49/EC or any 
national body entrusted by Member States with these tasks 
in order to ensure a unified safety regime for specialised 
cross-border infrastructure. 

Notified Bodies (NoBo)   The bodies which are responsible for assessing the 
conformity or suitability for use of the interoperability 
constituents or for appraising the "EC" procedure for 
verification of the subsystems. 

Railway Undertaking (RU)   Any public or private undertaking, the principal business of 
which is to provide services for the transport of goods and/or 
passengers by rail with a requirement that the undertaking 
must ensure traction; this also includes undertakings which 
provide traction only. (Directive 2001/14/EC) 

Railway Vehicle   A vehicle suitable for circulation on its own wheels on 
railway lines with or without traction (COTIF); 

Renewal of a Subsystem   Any major substitution work on a subsystem or part 
subsystem which does not change the overall performance of 
the subsystem. 
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Term Definition 

Rolling Stock (RS)   The rolling stock shall comprise all the stock likely to travel 
on all or part of the trans-European conventional and high-
speed rail network, including  

• self-propelling thermal or electric trains; 
• internal combustion or electric traction units; 
• passenger carriages; 
• freight wagons, including rolling stock designed to 

carry lorries. 
Each of the above categories must be subdivided into  

• rolling stock for international use; 
• rolling stock for national use; 
• taking due account of the local, regional or long-

distance use of the stock 
• special vehicles 

Subsystem The result of the division of the trans-European rail system, 
as shown in Annex II of Directive 2001/16/EC. These 
subsystems, for which essential requirements must be laid 
down, are structural and functional. 

Technical Specification for 
Interoperability (TSI)   

The specifications by which each subsystem or part 
subsystem is covered in order to meet the essential 
requirements and ensure the interoperability of the trans-
European rail system. 

Third Countries The countries which are not defined as EU nor EFTA 
Member States. 

Upgrading of a Subsystem   Any major modification work on a subsystem or part 
subsystem which improves the overall performance of the 
subsystem. 

Vehicle Any single item of rolling stock, for example a locomotive, 
carriage or wagon. 
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Abbreviation Definition 

AEIF European Association for Railway Interoperability – AEIF. 

Article 21 Committee (A21C) See Directive 96/48/EC, Article 21 also referred to as “the 
Committee”. 

CARE Community Road Accident Database 

CBA Cost Benefit Analysis, a calculation method of economic 
evaluation. 

CE  CE marking; manufacturers are able to show that their 
products comply with the essential requirements of all 
relevant European laws. 

CR Conventional Rail System. 

DB Database 

EASA European Aviation Safety Agency 

EC European Commission. 

EC VVR European Centralized Virtual Vehicle Register 

EFTA European Free Trade Association 

EIN European Identification Number. 

EMSA European Maritime Safety Agency 

EN European Standard (Euro Norm). 

prEN Project of a European Standard. 

ERA European Railway Agency, also referred to as “the Agency”. 

ERTMS European Rail Traffic Management System. 

ETCS European Train Control System. 

EU European Union. 

GSM-R The railway System for mobile communication. 

HS High speed. 

MS Member State of the European Union. 

NoBo Notified Body (Directive 2001/16/EC, Article 20). 

NSA National Safety Authority (Directive 2004/49/EC, Article 
16). 

NVR  National Vehicle Register. 

OSJD Intergovernmental Railway Organisation.  

OTIF Intergovernmental Organisation for International Carriage 
by Rail. 
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Abbreviation Definition 

RRS Register of Rolling Stock. 

TSI Technical Specification for Interoperability. 

TSI NOI Rolling Stock – Scope: Noise 

TSI TAF Telematic Applications for Freight  

TSI CCS Control-command and Signalling 

TSI RST WAG Rolling Stock – Scope: Freight wagons 

TSI OPE Traffic Operation and Management 

TSI PRM 
Infrastructure, Rolling Stock – Scope: Accessibility for 
People with Reduced Mobility  

TSI SRT 
Infrastructure, Rolling Stock, Energy, Control-command and 
Signalling, Traffic Operation and Management – Scope: 
Safety in Railway Tunnels 

TSI INF Infrastructure 

TSI RST LOC Rolling Stock – Scope: Traction Units 

TSI RST PAS Rolling Stock – Scope: Passenger Carriages 

TSI ENE Energy 

TSI TAP Telematic Applications for Passengers 

UIC International Union of Railways 

VKM Vehicle Keeper Marking (TSI OPE, Annex P). 

VVR Virtual Vehicle Register 
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ANNEX 1 – BASIC PARAMETERS 

 

All the TSI has the same structure where the technical requirements are defined always 
in paragraph 4 as basic parameters. The list in this annex is a collection of all basic 
parameters from all TSI for conventional railway system, including those currently 
under drafting as of the situation of May 2007. 

The basic parameters were categorised according to requirement type and the action 
needed for monitoring purpose:  

Y – Compliance to the whole TSI needs to record (Yes or No) 

F – Fixed requirement, included in global compliance (no further action) 

X – Cross reference to other TSI (will be evaluated there) 

FX – The fixed requirement shall be found in a referenced standard 

M – Maximum value applicable, but global compliance enough 

P – Choice between possible parameters to record 

Pro – Choice between standard profiles or value ranges 

Cat – Value depending on other technical parameters 

Ch – Free choice of value 

I – Important interface 

N – Non compliance is permitted but has to notified (to record) 

O – Open point (OT – at the time of drafting this overview) 

 

Moreover, the requirements are split according which of the three main system 
components it relates to: 

V – Vehicles 

F – Fixed infrastructure 

O – Operating organisations 

Remark: This logical split is applied for example in Hungarian railway law, but not 

explicitly in EU regulation. 

 

Additionally an indexation was used to define the scope of some parameters:  
1 Not relevant for freight wagons 
2 Multiple units has to fulfil the requirements for trains 
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

 TSI INF Y Y   
1 Minimum structure gauge  I P I Pro 

2 Distance between track centres I P  Pro 

3 Maximum gradients I P I Cat 

4 Minimum radius of horizontal curve  I F I  

5 Minimum radius of vertical curve I F I  

6 Requirements for switches and crossings   F   

7 Nominal track gauge   F   

8 Track cant   M   

9 Cant deficiency   P  Cat 

10 Change of cant deficiency   F   

11 Equivalent conicity       

12 Railhead profile  F   

13 Rail inclination   P  Ch 

14 Track insulation   F   

15 Track stiffness  F   

16 Switches and crossings  F   

17 Resistance to vertical loads I P I Cat 

18 Longitudinal rail restraints (break type)  P I Pro 

19 Lateral resistance  M I  

20 Structures resistance to traffic loads  F I  

21 Track geometrical quality and limits on isolated defects  O   

22 Platform length I P I Ch 

23 Platforms width and edge  X   

24 Platform end  X   

25 Platform height  X   

26 Platform offset  X   

27 Track layout along the platforms  X   

28 Platform characteristics linked to the access of people 
with reduced mobility 

 X   

29 Maximum pressure variation in tunnels   F   
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

30 Noise and vibration limits and mitigation measures  O   

31 Effect of crosswinds    O   

32 Requirements for distance markers  F I  

33 Requirements for space for detrainment outside of a 
station 

 N I  

34 Toilet discharge I F I  

35 Train external cleaning facilities  F   

36 Water restocking I F   

37 Sand restocking  X   

38 Refuelling  X   

 TSI ENE Y Y   

1 Voltage and frequency I P I Pro 

2 System performance and installed power I P I Ch 

3 Regenerative braking I F I  

4 Harmonic emissions towards the power utility  X   

5 External electromagnetic compatibility  F   

6 Continuity of power supply in case of disturbances  F   

7 Protection of the environment  X   

8 General design of overhead contact line  X   

9 Geometry of overhead contact line I M   

10 Compliance of the overhead contact line with 
infrastructure gauge 

 F   

11 Contact wire material  F   

12 Mean contact force I F   

13 Dynamic behaviour and quality of current collection I F   

14 Vertical movement of the contact point   F   

15 Pantograph spacing used for the design of the overhead 
contact line 

I F I  

16 Current capacity of the overhead contact line system  F I  

17 Current capacity, trains at standstill (DC Systems) I F I  

18 Phase Separation Sections  F I  

19 System Separation Sections  F I  

20 Electrical Protection Coordination Arrangements  X   
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

21 Effects of DC on AC Systems  F   

22 Harmonics and Dynamic Effects  X   

 TSI CCS Y1 Y Y  

1 Control command safety characteristics relevant to the 
interoperability 

F F I  

2 On-board ETCS P I I Pro 

3 Track-side ETCS I P I Pro 

4 EIRENE Y Y I  

5 ETCS and EIRENE air gap interfaces P P I Pro 

6 On-board interfaces to Internal to Control Command P  I Pro 

7 Track-side interfaces to Internal to Control Command  P I Pro 

8 Key management I I F  

9 ETCS-ID management I I F  

10 Hot axle box detector F F I  

11 Compatibility with track-side train detection system X    

12 Electromagnetic compatibility X F   

13 ETCS Driver machine interface F  I  

14 EIRENE Driver machine interface F  I  

15 Interface to data recording to regulatory purposes F  I  

16 Visibility of track-side control command objects I F   

 TSI SRT Y Y Y  

1 Installation of switches and crossings  F   

2 Prevent unauthorised access to emergency exits and 
equipment rooms 

 F   

3 Fire protection requirements for structures  F   

4 Fire safety requirements for building material  F   

5 Fire detection  F   

6 Facilities for self-rescue, evacuation and rescue in the 
event of an incident 

 F   

7 Lateral and/or vertical emergency exits to the surface.  F   

8 Cross-passages to the other tube  F   

9 Alternative technical solutions  F   

10 Escape walkways     
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

11 Emergency lighting on escape routes     

12 Escape signage  FX   

13 Emergency communication X  I  

14 Access for rescue services  F   

15 Rescue areas outside tunnels  F   

16 Water supply  F   

17 Segmentation of overhead line or conductor rails  F   

18 Overhead line or conductor rail earthing  F   

19 Electricity supply  F   

20 Requirements for electrical cables in tunnels  X   

21 Reliability of electrical installations  F   

22 Hot axle box detectors  F   

23 Material properties for rolling stock FX    

24 Fire extinguishers for passenger rolling stock FX    

25 Running capability   F  

26 Driver’s protection F    

27 Fire protection for trains with passengers and freight or 
road vehicles 

FX    

28 Fire barriers for passenger rolling stock FX    

29 Additional measures for running capability of passenger 
rolling stock with a fire on board, general objectives 
according to fire safety category 

P X  Pro 

30 Requirements for brakes X X   

31 Requirement for traction X X   

32 On board fire detectors X    

33 Communication means on trains X  I  

34 Emergency brake override X    

35 Emergency lighting system in the train F    

36 Switching off of air conditioning in the train X    

37 Passengers’ emergency exits F    

38 Passenger access door F    

39 Rescue service’s information and access   F  

 TSI OPE Y Y Y  
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

1 Specification related to staff, general requirements   F  

2 Documentation for drivers, rule book   F  

3 Preparation of the route book   F  

4 Modified elements – route book   F  

5 Informing the driver in real time  F   

6 Timetables   F  

7 Rolling stock (information about)   F  

8 Documentation for Railway Undertaking staff other than 
train drivers 

  F  

9 Documentation for the Infrastructure Manager’s staff 
authorising train movements 

 F F  

10 Safety related communication between train-crew, other 
railway undertaking staff and staff authorising train 
movement. 

 F F  

11 Train visibility – front end FX    

12 Train visibility – rear end FX    

13 Train audibility – general requirement F    

14 Train audibility – control F    

15 Vehicle identification F    

16 Freight vehicle loading   F  

17 Weight distribution   F  

18 Axle loading   F  

19 Load securing   F  

20 Kinematic envelope   F  

21 Load covering   F  

22 Train composition   F  

23 Minimum requirements of the braking system F    

24 Brake performance  F F  

25 Ensuring that the train is in running order   F  

26 Data required   F  

27 Train planning   F  

28 Identification of trains   F  

29 Checks and tests before departure   F  
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

30 Informing the infrastructure manager of the train's 
operational status 

  F  

31 Traffic management – general requirements   F  

32 Data required for train position reporting   F  

33 Predicted hand over time   F  

34 Dangerous goods   F  

35 Operational quality  F F  

36 Data recording FX  F  

37 Recording of supervision data outside the train  F F  

38 Recording of supervision data on-board the train   F  

39 Degraded operation – advice to other users   F  

40 Advice to train drivers   F  

41 Contingency arrangements   F  

42 Managing an emergency situation   F  

43 Aid to train crew in the event of an accident or a major 
rolling stock malfunction 

  F  

 TSI NOI Y    

1 Limits for pass-by noise – freight wagons  F    

2 Limits for stationary noise – freight wagons F    

3 Noise emited by locomotives, multiple units and 
coaches 

F    

4 Limits for stationary noise – loc, multiple units, coaches F    

5 Limits for starting noise – loc, multiple units, coaches F    

6 Limits for pass-by noise – loc, multiple units, coaches F    

7 Interior noise of locomotives, multiple units and driving 
trailers 

F    

 TSI PRM Y Y   

1 Parking facilities for PRM  F   

2 Obstacle-free route  F   

3 Route identification  F   

4 Doors and entrances  F   

5 Floor surfaces  F   

6 Transparent obstacles  F   
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

7 Toilets and baby-changing facilities – requirements  F   

8 Interoperability constituent baby-changing facilities  F   

9 Furniture and free-standing devices  F   

10 Ticketing, Information desks and Customer Assistance 
points – subsystem requirements 

 F   

11 Interoperability constituent requirements  F   

12 Lighting  F   

13 Visual information: signposting, pictograms, dynamic 
information – subsystem requirements 

 F   

14 Interoperability constituent requirements  F   

15 Spoken information  F   

16 Emergency exits, alarms  F   

17 Geometry of footbridges and subways  F   

18 Stairs  F   

19 Handrails  F   

20 Ramps, escalators, lifts, travelators  F   

21 Platform height I P  Pro 

22 Platform offset I F   

23 Track layout along the platforms  F   

24 Platform width and edge of platform  F   

25 End of platform  F   

26 Boarding aids for passengers using wheelchairs – 
subsystem requirements 

 F   

27 Interoperability constituent requirements  F   

28 Level track crossing at stations  F   

29 Seats F    

30 Priority seats F    

31 Uni-directional seats F    

32 Facing seats arrangement F    

33 Wheelchair spaces F    

34 Exterior doors – sub-system requirements F    

35 Interoperability constituent requirements F    

36 Interior doors – sub-system requirements F    
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

37 Interoperability constituent requirements F    

38 Lighting F    

39 Toilets – general F    

40 Standard toilet (Interoperability constituent) F    

41 Universal toilet (Interoperability constituent) F    

42 Baby Changing (Interoperability constituent) F    

43 Clearways F    

44 Customer Information – general F    

45 Information (signage, pictograms inductive loops and 
emergency call devices) – sub-system requirements 

F    

46 Interoperable constituent requirements F    

47 Information (route description and seat reservation) F    

48 Information (Interoperability constituent requirements) F    

49 Height changes F    

50 Handrails F    

51  Wheelchair Accessible sleeping accommodation F    

52 Step position for vehicle access and egress P   Pro 

53 Access/egress steps F    

54 Boarding aids (categories) P   Pro 

55 Availability of boarding aids for wheelchair users   F  

56 General requirements category A F    

57 General requirements category B F    

58 Specific requirements for moveable steps F  I  

59 Specific requirements for portable ramps F  I  

60 Specific requirements for semiautomatic ramps F  I  

61 Specific requirements for bridging plates F  I  

62 Specific requirements for on-board lifts F  I  

 TSI RST LOC and PAS Y    

 Mechanical interface between vehicles or sets of 

vehicles 

    

1 Type of coupling P  I Pro 

2 Rescue adaptor F  I  
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

3 Buffing & Draw gear F    

4 Staff access for coupling and uncoupling F  I  

5 Gangway O    

6 Strength of vehicle structure OT    

7 Strength of carbody structure FX    

8 Passive safety FX    

9 Lifting devices FX    

10 Obstacle deflector FX    

11 Fixing of devices to carbody structure XO    

12 Doors for freight use and for use of train crew F    

 Passenger related items     

13 Sanitary systems P I I Pro 

14 Toilet – see PRM TSI  X    

15 Public address system: audible communication system X    

16 Passenger alarm: functional requirements and marking X    

17 Safety instructions to passengers - Signs OT  I  

18 Communication devices for passengers X    

19 Passenger access steps X    

20 Access doors / External passenger doors X    

21 Door operation OT    

22 Door emergency opening devices X    

23 Door opening and closing signals X    

24 Push buttons X    

25 Handrails X    

26 Interior doors X    

27 Interior door operation X    

28 Inter-vehicle doors X    

29 Transparent doors X    

30 Push button X    

31 Carriage of persons with reduced mobility X    

32 Heating, ventilation and air conditioning – Internal air 
quality 

FX    
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

33 Passenger health in degraded conditions F    

 Track interaction and gauging     

34 Vehicle kinematic gauge P I  Pro 

35 Static axle-load P I  Cat 

36 Rolling Stock parameters which influence CCS 
subsystem 

X    

37 Axle bearings health monitoring FX I   

38 Rolling Stock dynamic behaviour F    

39 Testing for acceptance FX    

40 Static testing FX    

41 Safety against derailment running on twisted track FX I   

42 Longitudinal forces F    

43 Vehicle sway characteristics XO    

44 Running dynamic behaviour X    

45 Limit values for running safety X    

46 Track loading limit values XP I I Cat 

47 Equivalent conicity XO X   

48 Bogie curving behaviour aka minimum curve radius OT    

49 Compatibility with switches and crossing OT I   

50 Ground vibration OT    

51 Bogie and running gear X    

52 Wheelsets and axle boxes X    

53 Wheels FX I   

54 Suspension (coefficient) F I   

55 Maximum train length F2 I F  

56 Maximum Gradients P I I Ch 

57 Minimum curve radius F I I  

58 Flange lubrication  F I I  

59 Sanding FX I I  

60 Rail Guards and obstacle deflector F    

 Braking     

61 Breaking performance F2 I F Ch 
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

62 Emergency brake F  I  

63 Service brake F  I  

64 Wheel slide protection system F  I  

65 Type of brake system P  I Pro 

66 Braking systems linked to traction (electric, hydro-
dynamic) 

F  I  

67 Braking system independent of adhesion conditions F  I  

68 Electro-magnetic track brake  F I I  

69 Eddy current track brake  O O   

70 Protection of immobilised train F I F  

71 Parking brake performance P I F Ch 

72 Brake state and fault indication F    

73 Brake requirements for rescue purposes F    

74 Vehicle capability to transmit information from vehicle 
to vehicle 

O O   

 Environmental conditions     

75 Operating range description PX I I Pro 

76 Aerodynamic effects F    

77 Aerodynamic load in open air F I   

78 Pressure loads in open air F I   

79 Crosswind O O   

80 Maximum pressure variation in tunnels F I   

81 Slipstream effects on passengers on platform F I   

82 Slipstream effects on workers at the track side F I   

83 Crossing trains in open air F    

84 Single train passing through a tunnel FX I   

85 EMC FX    

86 EMC interface to signalling systems O O   

87 EMC interface to public service systems O O   

88 EMC interference impacting operation FX    

89 Rolling stock and apparatus FX    

90 Human exposure to electromagnetic fields FX    
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

91 Pollution due to RST     

92 Exhaust emission FX    

93 Leakage to track O O   

94 Emission from wear of consumables O O   

95 Prohibited or restricted material X    

96 Recyclability (ability to be recycled at end of life) X    

97 Energy Consumption O    

 System protection     

98 Protection against electrical hazards FX    

99 Control and Monitoring System O    

100 Diagnostic F    

101 Software XO    

102 Head lights F    

103 Marker lights F    

104 Tail lights F    

105 Lamp controls F    

106 Horns  P   Pro 

107 Warning horn sound pressure levels F    

108 Protection F    

109 Verification of sound pressure levels F    

110 Train and vehicle identification – External marking F  I  

 Traction and electrical equipment     

111 Traction performance P? I I Ch 

112 Requirements O    

113 Power supply – general F I   

114 Operation within range of voltages and frequencies 
(quality of power supply) 

PX I I Pro 

115 Regenerative brake with energy to the overhead contact 
line.  

PX I I Y/N 

116 Maximum power and current from the overhead contact 
line 

FX I I  

117 Maximum current at standstill O O   

118 Power factor FX    
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

119 System energy disturbances F    

120 Energy consumption measuring function O O   

121 Requirement linked to pantograph X X   

122 Electrical protection of the train O O   

123 Diesel and other thermal traction system O O   

124 Impedance between pantograph and wheel X X   

125 Single vehicle auxiliary power supply F    

126 External auxiliary power supply O O   

 Servicing     

127 Cleaning of driver’s cab windscreen F    

128 Train interior cleaning X    

129 Toilet discharge system X    

130 Water restocking equipment for sanitary systems F    

131 Interface for refilling X    

132 Special requirements for stabling of trains PX   Pro 

133 Refuelling Equipment FX    

134 Nozzles for alternative fuels O O   

 Maintenance     

135 Responsibilities   F  

136 Maintenance file   F  

137 Management of the maintenance file   F  

138 Management of maintenance information   F  

139 Implementation of the maintenance   F  

 Cab Operation     

140 Driver's cab, access and egress FM    

141 External visibility FX    

142 Interior layout FX    

143 Driver’s seat F    

144 Ergonomics OX    

145 Climate control and air quality FO    

146 Internal lighting FO    

147 Windscreen and front end – mechanical characteristics FX    
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

148 Optical characteristics FX    

149 Equipment FO    

150 Driver-Machine Interface (DMI) Driver's vigilance 
function 

F    

151 Speed indication X    

152 Driver display unit and screens XO    

153 Controls and indicators X    

154 Labelling  O    

155 Remote control function O    

156 On board tools and equipment – in or near to driver's 
cab 

F I   

157 In service compartment O    

158 Storage facility for staff personal effects F    

 Fire safety & emergency management     

159 General requirements X    

160 Fire prevention – material requirements X    

161 Constructive measures X    

162 Fire detection X    

163 Fire extinguishers X    

164 Fire Barriers X    

165 Specific measures for flammable liquids F    

166 Measures for running capability of passenger rolling 
stock with a fire on board 

X    

167 Emergency brake override X    

168 Passenger evacuation FX    

169 Driver’s cab emergency exits F    

170 Emergency lighting system X    

171 Public address system X    

172 Switching off air conditioning in the train X    

173 Rescue service’s information and access X    

      

 TSI RST WAG Y    

1 Interface (e. g. Coupling) between vehicles, between set F  I  
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

of vehicles and between trains 

2 Buffers F    

3 Draw Gear F    

4 Interaction of draw- and buffing-gear F    

5 Safe access and egress for rolling stock F    

6 Strength of Main Vehicle Structure and Securing of 
Freight 

FX    

7 Exceptional Loads (EL) – Longitudinal Design Loads FX    

8 EL – Maximum Vertical Load FX    

9 EL – Load combinations FX    

10 EL – Lifting and Jacking FX    

11 EL – Equipment Attachment  (Including body/bogie) FX    

12 Other Exceptional Loads FX    

13 Service (fatigue) Loads (SL) – Sources of load input. FX    

14 SL – Demonstration of fatigue strength FX    

15 Stiffness of the main vehicle structure: Deflections F I   

16 Modes of vibration F    

17 Torsional stiffness F    

18 Equipment F    

19 Securing of Freight F    

20 Doors closing and locking F    

21 Marking of freight wagons F    

22 Dangerous goods – General X    

23 Legislation applicable to rolling stock for the transport 
of dangerous goods 

X    

24 Additional legislation applicable to tanks X    

25 Maintenance rules X    

26 Kinematic gauge P I  Pro 

27 Static axle load and linear load P I  Cat 

28 Electrical resistance F I   

29 Hot axle box detection O I   

30 Vehicle dynamic behaviour F    
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

31 Safety against derailment and running stability F I   

32 Safety against derailment when running on twisted 
tracks 

F I   

33 Maintenance rules I  F  

34 Suspension F    

35 Longitudinal compressive forces F    

36 Braking performance F    

37 Control train line F    

38 Braking Performance elements P    

39 Mechanical components F    

40 Energy storage F    

41 Energy limits: F I   

42 Wheel slide protection (WSP) F    

43 Air-supply FX    

44 Parking Brake F  I  

45 Vehicle capability to transmit information from vehicle 
to vehicle 

  F  

46 Vehicle capability to transmit information between 
ground and vehicle 

F  F  

47 Tag – Functional and technical specification F I I  

48 Maintenance rules   F  

49 Environmental conditions F I I  

50 Altitude F I I  

51 Temperature P I I Pro 

52 Humidity F    

53 Air movement X    

54 Rain F    

55 Snow, ice and hail F    

56 Solar radiation F    

57 Resistance to Pollution X    

58 Aerodynamic effects O    

59 Cross winds O    

60 System protection – Emergency Measures     
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

61 Fire safety F    

62 Normative References X    

63 Design rules F    

64 Material requirement F    

65 Maintenance of the fire protection measures F    

66 Electrical protection F    

67 Freight wagon bonding F    

68 Freight wagon electrical equipment bonding F    

69 Fixing of tail lamps (TL) F  I  

70 TL – Characteristics F  I  

71 TL – Position F  I  

72 Provisions for the hydraulic / pneumatic equipment of 
freight wagons - General 

F    

73 Hydraulic / pneumatic equipment – Functional and 
technical specifications 

F    

74 Maintenance file I  F  

75 Definition, contents and criteria of the Maintenance File I  F  

76 Management of the Maintenance File.   F  

 TSI TAF     

1 Consignment note data   F  

2 Path request   F  

3 Train preparation   F  

4 Train running forecast  I F  

5 Service disruption information  I F  

6 Train location  I F  

7 Shipment ETI/ETA  I F  

8 Wagon movement  I F  

9 Interchange reporting   F  

10 Data exchange for quality improvement  I F  

11 The main reference data I I F  

12 Various reference files and databases I  F  

13 Electronic transmission of documents   F  
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Components No Basic parameter 
V F O 

Type 

14 Networking and communication I I F  

 TSI TAP     

 OT     

 

 

 

 

 

 


